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Introduction
YellowDog provides a way to access almost unlimited computing power, by enabling computeintensive jobs to access and run securely on potentially hundreds of thousands of cores.
The YellowDog solution consists of a Platform that provides a self-healing, massively scalable engine
with intelligent scheduling to support global batch computing services across multiple sources of
compute, and an Agent on each node that manages the worker processes and communicates with
the platform. The combination of Platform and Agent enables YellowDog to securely distribute jobs
across multiple clouds as required to meet both deadlines and budgets.

YellowDog Conceptual Architecture
Before proceeding, it may be useful to consult the Platform & Portal Concepts document to gain a
basic familiarity with the objects used by YellowDog and how they interact. This can be found on the
YellowDog website.
You can also find technical information and examples in YellowDog's How To documents.

Platform Overview
The YellowDog Platform is the heart of YellowDog. It performs the core functions relating to
Compute Orchestration and Multi-Cloud Management.
The services provided by the Platform are:
· YellowDog Compute Service This service co-ordinates access to multiple cloud or on-

premise sources of compute via a single API. It also provides the Best Source of Compute
functionality, which dynamically selects the sources of compute that best fit your specific needs
(such as geographical location or price point).
· YellowDog Scheduler Service Manages compute resource for jobs, enabling the
coordination of large pieces of work across potentially hundreds of thousands of instances.
1
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·

·
·

·

·

Clients with an existing scheduler may continue to use it, but can choose to extend its
capabilities by adding the YellowDog scheduler into the configuration.
YellowDog Object Store Service The Object Store service provides resumable, error-tolerant
object (file) upload and download to and from cloud provider storage. Seamless integration
with the YellowDog Scheduler enables applications to agnostically access individual provider
storage for work input and output.
YellowDog Image Service The Image service enables you to transparently utilize machine
images across providers, regions and versions.
YellowDog Usage Service Provides complete usage information, and may optionally be used
to enforce limits (Allowances) on the usage of compute from specific sources or by specific
requesters.
YellowDog Cloud Info Service Imports normalised data from supported cloud providers in
order to provide an enriched user experience and enable you to make intelligent choices about
sourcing your compute based on up-to-date information.
YellowDog Account Service Provides User Management, including delegated authority and
user controllable accounts.

The key services that enable YellowDog to provision resources and run tasks on those resources,
including across multiple sources of compute, are the Compute Service and the Scheduler Service.

Scheduling and Provisioning
The Compute Service and Scheduler Service work together to manage the provisioning of nodes and
the creation of workers for one or more specific computing jobs (work requirements, in the
terminology used by the YellowDog API). You can also use either service separately to provision
instances without running work, or to manage work on nodes provided outside the YellowDog
5
Platform. You can find more information on these different ways of working in the Workflow
section.
The provisioning request (called a Compute Requirement) is normally submitted to the scheduler,
which calls the Compute Service to provision and deprovision nodes as required. Running the
Compute Service via the Scheduler Service like this enables the scheduler to provide the
configuration for the Agent on each node, so that the Agent and scheduler can communicate
securely.
It is also possible to provision nodes using the Compute Service directly, in which case the Agent is
not configured and a different method of scheduling and running applications must be used.
Each Agent creates one or more Workers on its node. All the Workers created within a single
Compute Requirement form a single Worker Pool. One Worker Pool can be used for multiple Work
Requirements, with the higher-priority Work Requirements taking priority in the scheduling.
Note The priorities of Work Requirements and the Task Groups within them can be changed
dynamically during run-time.
Alternatively, a single Work Requirement can use multiple Worker Pools.
2
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The Scheduler Service will, by default, automatically and gracefully shut down the Worker Pool when
its Workers are no longer required, also calling the Compute Service to terminate the associated
Compute Requirement. If not using the Scheduler Service, the Compute Requirement must be
explicitly terminated.

Resource Management
When running an application, the YellowDog Platform provides responsive scheduling based on
resource availability. This is implemented as a framework embedded within the Platform Services.
When an individual process (Task) within an application depends on a resource, such as an input
file, the application may specify that resource as a requirement. The Scheduler Service then uses its
internal Resource Client to contact the relevant Resource Controller to ensure that the resource is
present.

Resource Framework Conceptual Architecture
For example, when ensuring input file resources are present, the Scheduler Service acts as the Client
Application, and uses the Resource Client to interact with the Object Store Service acting as the
Resource Controller.
Users can define for each individual process whether this check should be made, and how the
Scheduler Service should proceed if the required resource is absent. For more information, see
68
58
Managing Resources in the Application section.
The Resources Framework is cloud native, and designed to be extensible. In future versions of
YellowDog the Resource Client will provide a single consistent point of access to multiple Resource
Controllers that manage different types of resource and use different transport mechanisms. It will
also provide additional features, such as the ability to reserve required resources for specific tasks.

Agent Overview
The YellowDog Agent is responsible for launching and managing workers on the provisioned nodes.
The Agent determines how many workers to start up and how to communicate with the YellowDog
Platform via a local configuration file. When the Agent is initiated for a cloud-based node, the
necessary configuration information is automatically provided by the Platform. If the Agent is
installed on premise, the local configuration file is defined as part of setting up the installation. For
53
more information on this, see Using On-Premise Compute .
The Agent is generally configured to start when the host node is started, and is normally provided as
part of YellowDog machine images.
3
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Principles of the SDK
The Platform services use a REST SDK. Clients are available for the following languages:
· Java
· Python

The examples in this document may be based on either client. For more information, see the SDK
Documentation.
You may also find it useful to refer to the technical examples and descriptions provided on the
YellowDog How To webpage.
REST Model
The main business of a YellowDog system - the provisioning of resources and running tasks on those
resources - is handled using RESTful resources. Both the compute requirement (provisioning using
the Compute Service) and work requirement (task submission using the Scheduler Service)
essentially define a document that is passed to the system. The YellowDog Platform then shares
these documents with the client, and updates them with any changes.
This document model enables both non-polling updates, and dynamic changes to the requirements.
An event-based model enables the calling application to wait for specific events. The calling
application may dynamically make changes to the shared document which will be picked up and
implemented by the platform. Additionally, applications do not need to poll, but can use event
streams to wait for specific events in the platform.
When running an application, tasks are managed individually in order to avoid the shared document
becoming a performance bottleneck.
Namespaces
YellowDog uses namespaces to group entities within the platform. Any set of related processes
should ideally set and use a single namespace. This includes the object store, compute and
scheduler services. The only entities that are not held within a namespace are the cloud provider
8
security credentials .
A namespace is set when creating the entities to be held within the namespace. If that namespace
does not yet exist it will be created automatically. All namespaces must begin with a letter and end
with a letter or number, and may consist of lower case letters, digits, hyphens and underscores only,
for example dbaff530-97aa-449e-9daa-f078a554244c or area_51.
Object Storage
Any objects required by an application may be uploaded to the YellowDog Object Store (also
sometimes known as YDOS). YDOS invisibly uploads to and downloads from the appropriate cloud
provider storage facilities, which are configured separately for each namespace. For more
70
information, see Using Cloud Storage .
Technical Details
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All processes within the YellowDog API are asynchronous. Where it is important for an operation to
block until completion, the SDK provides the ability to do so. For more information, see Monitoring
19
Progress .

The Platform Client
The platform client is the main way to access the YellowDog microservices. It looks for these at the
5
locations specified in the Services Schema .
For a full description of the PlatformClient class, see the SDK Documentation.
It is also possible to access the YellowDog microservices directly using their REST API,
The Client initialisation normally includes the following:
· If using the Object Store, starting the object store client transfer threads

(client.objectStoreClient()startTransfers()) in order to manage the upload
and download of files. The transfer threads must be started explicitly in order to avoid creating
multiple threads if they are not required.
· Authenticating to the YellowDog Platform using your application-specific API Key.

The Services Schema
The services schema defines the location of the YellowDog services to use for the job. In most cases
this will simply be the location of the Core Platform, or of a regional or local instance. However, it is
also possible to define the location of services individually, for example if there is a complex onpremise or hybrid configuration of YellowDog. For more information, see the SDK Documentation.
Example specification using Java
ServicesSchema schema =
ServicesSchema.defaultSchema("https://portal.yellowdog.co/");
This example configures the client to use the services provided by the Core Platform.

Workflow
YellowDog can be used in three main ways:
· To provision compute, without running applications. For example, you may want to provision

compute for use with a separate external scheduler.
· To run applications, without provisioning compute. For example, you may want to use the
Scheduler Service to manage work on existing on-premise compute.
· To provision compute and to run applications on it. This is the optimal configuration in which to
run YellowDog, as it enables compute to be provisioned and deprovisioned automatically in
response to the needs of the work in process.

5
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All of the objects and concepts mentioned in this section are introduced in the Platform & Portal
Concepts document. You may wish to refresh your understanding before proceeding. This
document can be found on the YellowDog website.
Preparation and Administration
Before you run any software on YellowDog, the following configuration is required:
· Define the security credentials

8

for the required cloud providers.
10
· You may also choose to set up multiple user logins , or plan restrictions on how much
13
compute can be used (these are called Allowances ).
For more information, see Administering YellowDog

7

.

Provisioning Compute
In order to provision compute from cloud providers, either for running an application or for external
use:
· Define Source Templates

25

to specify your potential sources of compute.
33
· Define at least one Compute Requirement Template .
38
· Create the Worker Pool(s)
with the required configuration. This will be provisioned using the
specified Compute Requirement Template. You can also create a Compute Requirement
directly, without a Worker Pool, if you require instances for some other purpose.
For more information, see Provisioning Compute in YellowDog

21

.

To create a worker pool using instances that are not provisioned though YellowDog, see the section
53
Using On-Premise Compute .
Running an Application
In order to run an application, you will need to:
· Design your application so that it can be run as discrete small processes, called Tasks, which

·

·

·
·

may have dependencies on other Tasks. For more information, see Creating the Work
59
Requirement . The full application consists of the Work Requirement and the objects you
use to set up and control how that Work Requirement is run on YellowDog.
Provide compute. This may be by provisioning compute as described above, or by using
53
existing compute . You can provision compute as part of your application, or you can
configure the necessary items in advance to be used by multiple Work Requirements.
If using an external scheduler, that scheduler should be set up when creating the Worker Pool.
This requires configuring an Advanced Worker Pool. For more information, see Creating a
46
Worker Pool using the SDK .
70
Configure cloud storage for any objects required by your Work Requirement.
59
Submit the Work Requirement(s) to the Scheduler Service.

For more information, see Running an Application using YellowDog

58

.
6
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Administering YellowDog
This section describes how to set up and manage the following:
· Cloud provider credentials
· Users

8

10

and user access to cloud credentials
12
· Applications
and application access to cloud credentials
13
· Usage allowances
It also explains how to monitor YellowDog using:
· Platform logs
· Usage

20

20

information
19
· The status
of individual Compute Requirements and Work Requirements

YellowDog Security Concepts
Accounts and Users
Every organisation that uses the YellowDog Platform has a separate organisation-level account.
User logins within an account control access to that account's keyrings (cloud credentials) and
applications. A user can only grant an application the ability to use the keyrings that they themselves
have access to. For a full description of the User class, see the SDK Documentation.
Every application is represented by a separate object within the YellowDog Platform. This enables
users to set permissions for applications using the YellowDog Portal. For a full description of the
Application class, see the SDK Documentation.
Keyrings and Cloud Credentials
A keyring is an object that stores cloud credentials for use when provisioning compute or using cloud
storage via YellowDog. A keyring can contain multiple sets of cloud credentials, and a specific
credential can be included in multiple keyrings.
All keyrings are stored in an encrypted form, and are never passed as plaintext. Users and
applications access a keyring via a keyring access object that uses their password (user) or API key
(application) to encrypt the required keyring access credentials. When a user changes their
password the keyring access object is updated to use the new password, but if the user loses their
password and requests a password reset they lose access to all keyrings and must request access
again.
The user who created a keyring is initially the only user who can access it. The creating user can
enable other users to access their keyring by providing them with the keyring password. Other users
may then claim access using the keyring password. This creates a new keyring access object
specifically for that user, which is encrypted with both the keyring password and the user's password.
Access Delegates
7
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A user or application may need repeated access to a keyring. For example, an application may
need the compute service to regularly check the status of the relevant compute requirement, or the
object store service to check an external storage location for resources. In order to avoid storing or
repeatedly exposing the application's keyring password, microservices that need to use cloud
credentials are delegated access. This means that the delegate microservice uses a unique
password to access a transitive access object, which provides the delegate with access to its
parent's access object without using the parent's password. When the microservice is terminated, its
transitive access object is deleted.
This framework means that revoking a user or application's access to a keyring necessarily revokes
the access of all its delegates as well.

Specifying Security Credentials
In order to provision machines on a cloud provider, the YellowDog Compute Service must have
access to an account on that provider.
The credentials for each cloud provider are stored, accessed and passed between entities by means
of a secure Keyring. Once you have created a keyring, you can enable those credentials to be used
by applications and other users belonging to your organisation. Other organisations, including
YellowDog, cannot access or use any of the credentials in your keyring. A single organisation may
have multiple keyrings, and the cloud credentials within a keyring do not have to be unique to that
keyring.
For more information on security principles, see Security within

7

YellowDog.

To provider a User with access to a specific cloud provider:
1. Create a keyring containing the appropriate credentials
2. Provide the user with the Keyring Password
3. Instruct the user to login to the Portal and Claim Keyring Access
Full instructions on how to claim and access keyrings are provided in the Portal User Guide.
To provide an Application with access to a specific cloud provider:
1. Create a keyring containing the appropriate credentials
2. Create the Application and associated API key
3. Grant the Application access to the appropriate keyring
These steps are described further in the following section, Managing Cloud Credentials

8

.

Managing Cloud Credentials
Cloud credentials and the keyrings they belong to are normally specified within the YellowDog
Portal.
Planning Keyrings
Before creating keyrings, you should consider what combinations of cloud providers your users and
applications will need to access most often.
YellowDog © 2015-2022
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The simplest way to provide access to compute is to create a single keyring that contains all of your
cloud provider credentials and grant access to this for every user and application that needs to
provision compute. However if you wish to limit certain users or applications to using only certain
credentials, the easiest way to do this is to create separate keyrings containing only those
credentials.
Remember that you can also separately limit the amount of compute that can be provisioned using
13
specific credentials, or by specific users, with Usage Allowances .
Managing Keyrings
To create a new keyring:
1. Login to the Portal.
2. Click on Account.
3. Click on Add Keyring and enter the required details. The Name must consist of lower case
letters, numbers, hyphens and underscores only, and must begin with a letter and end with a
letter or number. During creation, the Portal will ask for your user password. This password is
used to encrypt your access to the keyring.
4. Note the Keyring Password returned by the Portal and store it securely.
The keyring password is required for other users to gain access to the keyring. It can also be
used to regain access to the keyring if you lose access to it, for example if your password is
reset by another user.
Note YellowDog personnel have no access to your organisation's keyrings. If a keyring
password is lost, it cannot be retrieved. If access to a keyring is lost and the password is not
available, your organisation will need to recreate the keyring and re-add all user and
application accesses.
To add credentials for a cloud provider:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Login to the Portal.
Click on Account.
Click on the Keyrings tab.
Open the appropriate keyring.
Add or update credentials as required. All credential names must consist of lower case letters,
numbers, and hyphens only.

For information on the credentials required for each provider, see the provider's own documentation.
For full information on using the YellowDog Portal, see the Portal User Guide.
Specifying credentials through the SDK
It is also possible to specify credentials directly within your application, using the SDK. These
credentials will not be visible in the Portal, as they are internal to the application and cannot be
accessed by any user. For more information, see the SDK Documentation for the Keyring object.
9
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Note No namespace is specified for the cloud provider security credentials. This is the only
aspect of using YellowDog that does not require a namespace.
User Logins
Each YellowDog account can be accessed by as many users as required. YellowDog users can use
the YellowDog Portal to manage Worker Pools, Compute Requirements, Source Templates and other
objects, as well as to view usage and logging information. You can use user logins to restrict access
8
13
to cloud credentials via keyrings , or via usage Allowances .
Users can either be local users, with specific YellowDog logins, or external users who use external
authentication (a third-party login) to access YellowDog. For information on external authentication,
11
see Setting up External Authentication .
You can create and manage users in the Portal from the Account page.
Users are represented within the YellowDog SDK by the Users object.
Creating a User
You can create a new local user in the Account page, from the Users tab. All usernames must
consist of lower case letters, numbers, hyphens and underscores only, and must begin with a letter
and end with a letter or number. External users are created automatically.
When creating a new user, Portal will return a URL in the form https://<Portal_url>/#setpassword?passwordToken=<token>. The new user must use this to activate their user login
by setting a password. You will need to provide the user with the following details:
· Their username
· Your organisation's account name
· The URL that Portal generated when creating their user login.

Managing Local Users
You can manage users in the Account page, from the Users tab. You can change the following
details:
· The user's display name
· The email address
· The password

You cannot change the username.
To update the display name or the email address, click on the Edit icon.
To reset a user's password, click on the Clear password icon . Resetting a user password will
generate a token URL that the user can use to set a new password.
Note A user's access to keyrings is based on their password. When you reset a user's password,
that user will need to claim all their keyrings again.
10
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For more information about managing user logins in the Portal, see the Portal User Guide.
Setting up External Authentication

Currently YellowDog only supports external authentication using Microsoft Active Directory, although
further options may be added in future.
When using external authentication, keep in mind the following:
· Your organisation's account will always have at least one local login available, in case any

changes need to be made to the third party integration settings. It is not possible to delete this
login.
· It is currently only possible to integrate one Microsoft Tenant ID with your YellowDog account.
· Users will only be able to login via external authentication if you have explicitly granted them
access using the Microsoft Azure Portal.
· Passwords are used to manage cloud credentials, so each of your external users will need to
create an 'encryption password' to use when managing Compute Requirements or Object
Storage. For more information, see the Portal User Guide.
Note A user only requires an encryption password if they need to interact with a part of the
system that requires access to cloud credentials.
· External authentication creates a 'stub' local user record for each external user. You cannot

edit these users in YellowDog.
· Only local users can edit the external authentication details in YellowDog.
In order to set up external authentication, you must:
· Create an app registration for YellowDog in the Microsoft Azure Portal.
· Assign users and groups to the app.
· Add an Authentication for ActiveDirectory in YellowDog.

Creating an app registration
Note In order to create the app registration, you must have access to an Azure account that can
grant admin consent to the application. For information on which Azure roles provide this ability,
see the Azure ActiveDirectory documentation.
To create an app registration, log into https://portal.azure.com/. Full instructions on how to create an
app registration can be found in the Azure Active Directory documentation.
1. Register an application, using a name that you will recognise (such as YellowDog)
2. Set the Redirect URI to a Web redirect in the format: https://<platform-apiurl>/oauth2/login/azure for example:
https://portal.yellowdog.co/api/oauth2/login/azure
3. Note the Application (client) ID and Directory (tenant) ID as you will need these later.
4. In the left-hand menu, from Certificates and secrets, add a New client secret. The secret
Value will be displayed only once, so record it and store it securely.
11
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5. In the left-hand menu, from API permissions, Grant admin consent in order to avoid each
of your users needing to consent individually on initial login. If your Azure account does not
have permission to grant admin consent, you may need to ask an admin user to perform this
step.
By default, all your users and groups can access YellowDog. If you wish to allow access only to
specific users:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Go to Enterprise applications.
If necessary, find and select your YellowDog app.
In the left-hand menu, from Properties, change Assignment required to Yes.
Choose to assign Users and groups.
Select the users and groups who should be able to access YellowDog.
Once you have selected all the required users, click Assign.

Adding an Authentication
Once you have created the app in Azure, you need to provide YellowDog with the relevant
authentication information to retrieve the Active Directory account details.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Login to the YellowDog Portal with your local user login details.
Open the Accounts page, and click on the Authentication tab.
Click Add Authentication.
Enter the following details:
· Enabled Use this to enable and disable Active Directory synchronisation without losing
your authentication settings.
· Tenant ID Enter the Directory (tenant) ID shown in the Azure Portal.
· Client ID Enter the Application (client) ID shown in the Azure Portal.
· Client Secret Enter the client secret Value you created in and recorded from the Azure
Portal.
5. Save.
The selected users should now be able to log into the YellowDog Portal using the Microsoft sign in
option. For more information, see the Portal User Guide.

Application Access to YellowDog
Applications use your company's cloud provider account credentials to provision and manage
instances. For this reason, applications are treated similarly to users and must have YellowDog
accounts in order to access the YellowDog Platform and use it to manage instances.
If desired you can simply specify a single Application within the platform, whose access details are
used by all your applications. However, if you expect to have multiple applications using different
sources of compute, you may wish to create multiple Applications in order to provide access to
8
13
different keyrings or to restrict usage using Allowances .
To create an Application in the platform:
12
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1. Login to the Portal.
2. Click on Applications.
3. Create a new application as required. The Name must consist of lower case letters, numbers,
hyphens and underscores only, and must begin with a letter and end with a letter or number.
Note the API Key and Key Secret and store these securely, as your applications will use
these details to access YellowDog.
Applications and users can be referenced from within an application using the Account object.

Allowances
Allowances provide a way to limit the compute that can be used by a specific namespace,
application, credential and so on.
Allowances can be set using the Portal, the SDK, or the REST API (for example using a third-party
tool such as Postman). Currently, existing Allowances cannot be edited using the Portal. For
14
information on creating new Allowances using the Portal, see Creating and Deleting Allowances .
For information on updating existing Allowances and using the REST API, see Managing
16
Allowances .
Creating an Allowance sets a number of permitted compute usage hours for an individual entity.
Once that compute allowance has been used up (exhausted), no more compute can be provisioned
by or with that entity. If multiple allowances apply, then access to compute ends once any of the
allowances have been reached. For example, if allowances have been set both for a specific user
and for the Compute Requirement Template that they are using, once the template's allowance has
been exhausted then the user cannot provision a Compute Requirement using that template even
20
though the user has allowance left. You can see information about usage from the Usage menu .
Internally, Allowances are applied by limiting individual Sources (not Source Templates).
There are two kinds of Allowance that you can set:
· Hard Once a hard allowance is exhausted, all instances that use the affected entity stop

running and no new compute can be provisioned using that entity. You can choose to set a
grace period to enable users to take action before instances begin to shut down.
· Soft A soft allowance enables existing jobs to finish without disruption. When a soft allowance
is exhausted, no new compute can be provisioned using that entity but existing instances
continue running until terminated.
Allowances can be applied to the following entities:
· Application You can use the RequirementsAllowance object to create a Compute

Requirement allowance that will apply to all requirements created by a specific application.
You can set the application using the requirementCreatedById parameter.
· Compute Requirement Use the RequirementAllowance object to create an allowance
for a specific Compute Requirement.
13
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Note The RequirementAllowance object (singular) should not be confused with the
RequirementsAllowance object (plural).
· Credential You can use the SourcesAllowance object to create a Source allowance that
·
·
·
·
·

will apply to all Sources that use a specific credential.
Instance Type You can use the SourcesAllowance object to create a Source allowance
that will apply to all Sources that use one or more specified Instance Types.
Namespace You can use the RequirementsAllowance object to create a Compute
Requirement allowance that will apply to all requirements within a specific namespace.
Provider You can use the SourcesAllowance object to create a Source allowance that will
apply to all Sources from a specific cloud provider.
Region You can use the SourcesAllowance object to create a Source allowance that will
apply to all Sources from a specific set of Regions.
Source Use the SourceAllowance object to create an allowance for a specific Source (not
Source Template) used within a Compute Requirement.

Note The SourceAllowance object (singular) should not be confused with the
SourcesAllowance object (plural).
· Source Template You can use the SourcesAllowance object to create a Source

allowance that will apply to all Sources that are based on a specific Source Template. You can
set the Source Template using the sourceCreatedFromId parameter.
· Template You can use the RequirementsAllowance object to create a Compute
Requirement allowance that will apply to all requirements created using a specific Compute
Requirement Template. You can set the template using the
requirementCreatedFromId parameter.
· User You can use the RequirementsAllowance object to create a Compute Requirement
allowance that will apply to all requirements created by a specific user. You can set the user
using the requirementCreatedById parameter.

Creating and Deleting Allowances
The easiest way to create and delete Allowances is using the Portal. However, the Portal does not
currently support creating an Allowance for an individual Compute Requirement or Source (not
Source Template), or changing an existing Allowance.
To create an Allowance:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Login to the Portal.
Click on Allowances.
At the top right of the page, click the Create Allowance button.
Enter the required details, including:
· Allowance Type This determines the kinds of item this Allowance applies to. The details
that you need to enter will change depending on the selected type.
14
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· Total Allowance The usage permitted, in hours. Whether this is a total usage amount or

a usage amount that renews at regular intervals is set using the Reset Type and Reset
Interval. If creating an Allowance that will automatically shut down instances, YellowDog
recommends that you set a Total Allowance lower than your desired limit, and add a
grace period that enables users to act before shutdown begins.
· Effective From The date and time that Allowance usage should be calculated from. This
must be in the past. Note that the new Allowance applies retroactively, so if relevant
compute has been provisioned since the effective date the Allowance may already be
partially used, or even exceeded. The default is the current time, in which case the
Allowance will only apply going forwards.
· Limit Type What happens when the Allowance limit is reached. A Hard allowance will
terminate all instances affected by the Allowance. A Soft allowance will prevent any new
instances being provisioned, including automatically through the Auto Reprovision
setting, but permit existing instances to continue running.
· Grace Period For a Hard Allowance, this creates a short period after the Allowance has
been reached before YellowDog begins to shut down instances. For example, if you
specified a Total Allowance of 100 hours with a Grace Period of 10 minutes, instances
would not actually begin to shut down until 10 minutes after the 100 hour limit was
exceeded. This enables users to act (for example, to request more usage or to end tasks
cleanly) before they lose compute.
· Monitored Statuses You can choose to specify that, for example, the time instances
spend Pending or Terminating does not count towards the usage limit. By default, all
statuses are counted towards the Allowance.
4. Specify the item whose usage should be limited by this Allowance. The items you can specify
are based on your Allowance Type:
· Sources Allowance Specify one or more of the following items: Source Template ID,
Credential Name, Provider, Regions, Instance Types. If you specify more than one item,
then compute used by any of these items will count towards the same Allowance.
· Requirements Allowance Specify one or more of the following items: Created from
Compute Template, Created by User, Namespace, Tag. If you specify more than one
item, then compute used by any of these items will count towards the same Allowance.
5. Click Add Allowance.
The new Allowance is immediately applied to all the compute that has been used by the specified
items since its Effective From time.
To delete an Allowance, click on the Delete icon under the Actions heading.
Note Once a limit has been applied to a Source in an active Compute Requirement, deleting the
relevant Allowance will not remove the limit. However, new Compute Requirements will be
unaffected by the deleted Allowance.

15
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Renewing Allowances
You can renew allowances automatically, for example to allow use of a certain number of computing
hours every month.
To configure this in the Portal, you can set a Reset Type and Reset Interval when creating the
Allowance.
If creating the Allowance using the POST method, set resetType to DAYS or MONTHS and use the
resetInterval to set the number of days or months after which the allowance should renew.
Similarly, if creating the Allowance using the SDK, specify the AllowanceResetType and
resetInterval.
Temporarily Increasing an Allowance
In some cases you may want to temporarily increase an existing Allowance, for example to enable a
specific job to finish, without making any permanent changes to the Allowance amount. This is
called a boost, and you can add extra hours to the current allowance interval using the SDK or REST
API to set the boostHours parameter. Unlike the allowed hours, the boost hours do not refresh
when the Allowance renews.

Managing Allowances
You can create and delete Allowances in the YellowDog Portal, but they cannot currently be edited or
boosted through the user interface.
You can manage Allowances via the web using a tool such as Postman to access the following
endpoint:
https://<platformUrl>/api/allowances/
12

You will need to authenticate to the platform. You can do this by creating an Application on the
Platform. You can then use the Application's keyId and keySecret to create an authorization header
in the format:
key: Authorization value: yd-key <keyId>:<keySecret>
Example
To add a new Allowance, you would make a POST request to a location such as:
https://my_platform.yellowdog.co/api/allowances/
With an API Key Authorization similar to: yd-key
IBviRFLFQEuZRoqPOiok4O:cqwx8kuygYp6t5q_8fZlR-hlpRIwt021zAYY0IV5SuY
The body contains the Allowance details. For example, to limit the amount of compute available to a
specific user each month:
{
"type": "co.yellowdog.platform.model.RequirementsAllowance",
"description": "YellowDog User Allowance",
"effectiveFrom": "2021-04-20T08:00:00Z",
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"allowedHours": 1000,
"boostHours": 0,
"resetType": "MONTHS",
"resetInterval": 1,
"limitEnforcement": "HARD",
"hardLimitGraceMinutes": 5,
"monitoredStatuses": [
"RUNNING"
],
"requirementCreatedById": "ydid:user:100001:8oc72ee6-587c-4d6f8a6e-4961053t1dae"
}
The platform assigns this Allowance an ID that can be used to update it. For example, if the user
only needed a little more compute in order to finish a critical task, you could POST a boost to the
Allowance:
https://platform.yellowdog.co/api/allowances/ydid:allow:100001:71654
6e4-7fa3-463d-9de8-2e2dd1b2d306/boost/24
Allowances Parameters
When creating or updating an Allowance using the REST API, the following parameters are available.
Requirement Allowance
This Allowance Type enables you to set an Allowance for a specific Compute Requirement.
The Compute Requirement is specified using the following parameter:
· requirementId The YellowDog ID of the Compute Requirement.

The other Allowance settings that can be configured are:
· description
· effectiveFrom The date the Allowance is effective from, in ISO-8601format. For example:
·
·
·
·
·
·

·

2022-03-25T08:00:00Z. The effective date cannot be in the future.
effectiveUntil
allowedHours
boostHours A boost is used to temporarily add time to an Allowance, for example to permit a
specific job to complete. It is valid but unusual to set a boost when creating an Allowance.
resetType An Allowance may be a single total usage amount (NONE), or may reset in a
specified number of DAYS or MONTHS.
resetInterval The number of days or months between Allowance renewals. For example, a
resetType of DAYS and resetInterval of 7 would create a weekly Allowance.
limitEnforcement A HARD allowance will terminate all instances affected by the Allowance. A
SOFT allowance will prevent any new instances being provisioned, but permit existing
instances to continue running.
hardLimitGraceMinutes For a HARD Allowance limit, this specifies a number of minutes after
the Allowance is exhausted for which instances will continue to run. This enables users to act
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(for example, to end tasks cleanly) before they lose access to compute. For a SOFT Allowance
limit, this parameter has no effect.
· monitoredStatuses A list of instance statuses that contribute towards the usage limited by this
Allowance. By default, all statuses contribute to the usage.
Requirements Allowance
This Allowance Type enables you to set an Allowance for a specific Compute Requirement Template,
User, Application, Namespace or Tag. If you specify more than one item, then compute used by
any of these items will count towards the same Allowance.
Items are specified using one or more of the following parameters:
· requirementCreatedFromId The YellowDog ID of the Compute Requirement Template.
· requirementCreatedById The YellowDog ID of the User or Application.
· namespace
· tag

The other Allowance settings that can be configured are the same as in the Requirement Allowance
described above.
Source Allowance
This Allowance Type enables you to set an Allowance for a specific Source (not Source Template)
used within a Compute Requirement.
The Source is specified using the following parameter:
· sourceId The YellowDog ID of the Compute Requirement.

The other Allowance settings that can be configured are the same as in the Requirement Allowance
described above.
Sources Allowance
This Allowance Type enables you to set an Allowance for a specific Source Template, Credential,
Provider, Region, or Instance Type. If you specify more than one item, then compute used by any of
these items will count towards the same Allowance.
Items are specified using one or more of the following parameters:
· sourceCreatedFromId The YellowDog ID of the Source Template.
· provider This may be AWS, ALIBABA, AZURE, GOOGLE, OCI or ON_PREMISE.
· regions A list of regions as defined by the provider or providers.
· instanceTypes A list of instance types as defined by the provider or providers.

The other Allowance settings that can be configured are the same as in the Requirement Allowance
described above.

18
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Monitoring the System
It is possible to monitor system health in several different ways:
· Dashboard A simple high-level overview of system activity can be seen on the Dashboard
· Logs System logs can be viewed in the Logs

19

.

20

menu. Several viewing and filtering options
are provided to assist in troubleshooting.
20
· Usage The Usage
menu enables you to track the amount of compute being used by
specific users, during specific time periods and so on.
You can also monitor and manage individual Work Requirements or Compute Requirements while
they are running using the YellowDog Portal, which provides an easy way to perform standard
actions such as monitoring task or worker status and restarting or terminating instances.
Using the SDK, it is possible to return the status of any object (from the overall Compute
Requirement to an individual task within a Work Requirement) using the relevant class's status
method. For a full description of this method, see the SDK Documentation. YellowDog also provides
helpers that can be used to trigger operations based on status, such as when an object reaches a
specific status or the number of objects at a specific status exceed a threshold.
For information about states and state changes, see Item Status

71

.

The Dashboard
The Dashboard provides an instant overview of system health. It shows a summary of the status of
the following key items:
· Compute Requirements
· Work Requirements
· Worker Pools
· Usage

51

59

38
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Each of these items is displayed in a separate pane, using a standard format described below.

Example of an item status pane
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· Status Summary List On the left of the pane is a list of the number of individual items (such as

Work Requirements) in each status.
· Status Graph On the right of the pane is a graph showing the overall proportion of items in
each status. You can click a coloured segment to navigate to a list of the individual items
currently in that status. From the list you can view the details page for each item if desired.
· Status Alert To the right of the pane a red exclamation symbol (!) may appear. This indicates
a problem with one or more of the items. Items with a problem are also marked with an
exclamation symbol when viewing the item list from the relevant menu.

Logs
Logs are normally viewed and downloaded using the Portal.
By default, the Logs page shows the most recent 50 of all the log messages received by your
organisation's account during the previous 30 minutes. You can filter the log entries to view by the
log source, specific text within the messge, and other criteria. For more information, see the Portal
User Guide.
The YellowDog Log Service processes the raw log messages to improve readability and ensure that
no other organisation can access log information relating to your organisation's account.
Logs are available from the following sources:
· Account Service
· Compute Service
· Image Service
· Log Service
· Object Store Service
· Scheduler Service
· Worker Worker logs will only be available if they have been configured in the User Data when

setting up your Compute Requirements.

Usage Information
You can view information about the instance time used by users, applications and so on from the
Usage page.
By default, the Usage page shows today's total server usage. Below this is a list of the sources
contributing to that usage, ordered alphabetically by source name.
Usage can be viewed for the following:
· Time period (date)
· Namespace
· User
20
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· Application
· Compute Requirement
· Source
· Provider
· Region
· Instance type
· Instance status

For more information on using this page, see the Portal User Guide.

Provisioning Compute in YellowDog
Provisioning compute in YellowDog is usually based on Compute Requirement Templates that
specify principles such as which Source Templates to use and how to divide compute across those
Sources. Individual Worker Pools (or Compute Requirements, if required) can then be created
quickly by selecting a template and setting individual details such as how many Workers or
Instances are required.
YellowDog offers two basic workflows for provisioning compute:
· Creating a Worker Pool based on a Compute Requirement Template. This is the standard

workflow used when provisioning compute for use by an application running within YellowDog.
· Creating a Compute Requirement based on a Compute Requirement Template. This is the
standard workflow used when provisioning compute for use with third party software.
Because most provisioning is based on a Compute Requirement Template, you may wish to
configure multiple Compute Requirement Templates that can be used in the most common
scenarios.
For information on using a Compute Requirement that is not based on a template, see Creating a
51
Compute Requirement using the SDK .

Before You Begin
This section provides an overview of the most common provisioning workflows and the setup
required to support them.
Creating a Worker Pool for use by Applications running on YellowDog
When provisioning compute for use by the YellowDog Scheduler, the best practice is to create a
Worker Pool. The Worker Pool essentially creates a Compute Requirement that configures the
YellowDog Agent in the image to communicate with the Scheduler.
The simplest workflow is to create a single Worker Pool for use by a single Application, and that is
what is described here. However, a single Worker Pool may provide Workers to multiple
Applications, and an Application may use multiple Worker Pools. When creating Worker Pools and
21
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Applications, you can enable the Scheduler to provision and deprovision Instances in response to
39
Application demand. This is known as Autoscaling .
Before you can provision compute, you need to create the following items:
1. Source Attributes Optional. Source Attributes may be useful if you wish to use a Dynamic
Compute Requirement Template to select sources at provisioning time. Attributes enable you
to select sources based on custom properties you set. For more information, see Managing
23
36
Attributes and Dynamic Templates .
2. Source Templates Details of specific sources of compute, that can be used in multiple
provisioning requests. For greater flexibility, you may choose not to specify the instance type
or the image to use within this template, allowing these details to vary according to the
requirements of individual Worker Pools and/or Applications. For more information, see
25
Specifying Sources of Compute .
3. Compute Requirement Template The Compute Requirement Template abstracts most of
the configuration details of a provisioning request, such as which Source Templates to use. A
Compute Requirement Template can be Static, listing specific sources, or Dynamic, selecting
33
sources at provisioning time. For more information, see Compute Requirement Templates .
You can then provision compute by Creating the Worker Pool

38

.

The relationship between Source Templates, Sources, Compute Requirement Templates and
Compute Requirements is shown below:

The relationship between objects used in provisioning
Provisioning Compute for external use
Provisioning compute for use outside YellowDog uses only the Compute Service, not the Scheduler
Service. Many of the steps are the same as above, but in the final step you create a Compute
Requirement rather than a Worker Pool. A Compute Requirement cannot autoscale.
Before you can provision compute, you need to create the following items:
1. Source Attributes Optional. For more information, see Managing Attributes
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25

2. Source Templates For more information, see Specifying Sources of Compute .
3. Compute Requirement Template For more information, see Compute Requirement
33
Templates .
You can then provision compute by creating a Compute Requirement

51

.

Principles of Provisioning
When planning your provisioning operations, you should consider the following:
· Distributing Sources When provisioning large numbers of instances, YellowDog recommends

that you do not source them all from a single provider and region as this can result in the
provider rate-limiting requests, which will slow down the work performed on those instances.
Templates that may be used by very large Work Requirements or Compute Requirements
should therefore use Source Templates from multiple providers or regions.
· Restricting compute You can restrict user or application access to cloud provider credentials
8
using Keyrings . You can also limit the number of compute hours an item uses with
13
Allowances . If your organisation chooses to restrict compute, you may wish to ensure that
each template only requires the credentials from a single Keyring, and consider how any
planned Allowances may affect the templates used by important applications.
If you are provisioning compute to be used by applications running within YellowDog, you should
also consider:
· Worker scaling By default, the Scheduler service automatically provisions and deprovisions

instances according to the number of workers needed. The way in which any specific Worker
Pool scales is configured for that individual Worker Pool. You should consider the best model
for scaling the Worker Pool or pools used by each application before you plan your Worker
Pools. For examples of how you might set up scaling in some common scenarios, see Scaling
41
Examples .
For more complex setups, you may find the following feature useful:
· Advanced Worker Pools It is possible to create Worker Pools where some workers have

different roles within the pool. This can be used for example to run an external Scheduler in
tandem with the YellowDog Scheduler service (this is known as Meta Scheduling). You can set
up Advanced Worker Pools in the Portal as well as by using the SDK, but in order to do so you
will need to enter the JSON configuration manually. For information on Advanced Worker Pool
46
configuration, see Configuring Nodes .
You will also need to create or otherwise provide image files

30

for your instances.

Managing Attributes
Attributes are tags that can be used to filter sources of compute. They are used in Dynamic
Templates to select the sources to use in provisioning. For more information on Dynamic Templates
33
36
see Provisioning Templates and Dynamic Templates .
23
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Note If you do not intend to use Dynamic Templates in your provisioning, there is little advantage
to setting up or using Attributes.
Attributes must be created before they can be assigned to a Source Template.
There are three types of Attribute:
· User Attributes Custom information or tags that can be manually added to a source.
· Source Attributes Information that is set within the source, such as whether there is a

maximum number of instances that can be provisioned from that source. This includes Source
27
Traits automatically set within the YellowDog Platform, such as whether instances from that
source can be stopped and started.
· External Attributes Information about sources that is provided by an external data feed, such
as the YellowDog Index for clients who have this licensed. This can be used to provide the
latest details of source characteristics that are likely to change, such as price.
Creating User Attributes
User Attributes (often referred to as simply Attributes) can be created either in the Portal or the SDK.
You can create a User Attribute in the Portal from the Attributes page.
To create a User Attribute within the Portal:
1. Click Add Attribute.
2. Enter the required details. These include:
· Attribute Type Whether the values that this Attribute can have are text (String) or
numbers (Numeric). For example, if you wanted to create an attribute Security with the
possible values High, Medium and Low, you would use the type String.
3. Add the possible values for this Attribute, using one of the following formats:
· Range Used for numeric attributes where the valid values form a complete range (for
example, 1-10). Enter the minimum and maximum valid values for this attribute. If the
attribute uses specific number values, click Options.
· Options Used for strings and for numeric attributes where only specific numbers are
valid. Enter each value in the box (for example, High) and click Add. A new box
appears automatically for you to add the next value.
4. Set your Attribute preferences:
· Units Optionally used for numbers. Enter the units, for example cents.
· Default Rank Order Used for numbers. This sets the default order of preference when
this Attribute is used to select sources within a Dynamic Compute Template. You can
change the order of preference when creating any individual Dynamic Template.
5. Click Create User Attribute. You can now add this Attribute to Source Templates and use it
to set Source specifications in Dynamic Templates.
In the SDK, Attributes are created using the AttributeDefinition object, and added to
sources using the ComputeSourceTemplate object.
24
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Specifying Sources of Compute
Sources of compute are normally specified using Source Templates, rather than as individual
Sources. A Source Template specifies most of the required details according to the provider's API,
but you can leave the Instance Type and Images ID blank (if using the SDK, that means setting them
to *) to be set by the Compute Requirement Template or the Compute Requirement at runtime. This
enables you to use a single Source Template with multiple Compute Requirements to provision
differently configured instances.
You can create Source Templates easily through the Portal, but to work with individual Sources you
28
must use the SDK .
Before setting up your Source Templates, you should consider:
· Dynamic Templates If you intend to use Dynamic Templates to provision compute, you must

not specify an Images ID in any Source Templates that you want to be available to your
36
Dynamic Templates. For more information, see Dynamic Templates and Using
26
Wildcards .
· Initialisation Script YellowDog creates an initialisation script to send to each instance at
startup, based on User Data specified in the Source Template and in the Compute
Requirement Template. YellowDog recommends that you use the User Data in the Source
Template for provider-specific configuration, and the Compute Requirement Template for any
configuration that is generic to all instances provisioned by that requirement. For more
27
information, see User Data .
When you add or remove sources of compute from YellowDog, you may also need to update the
35
sources specified in your Static Templates .
Creating Source Templates in the Portal
You can create a Source Template from the Sources page. You can also create a new Source
Template based on an existing one, by opening the existing template and clicking the Copy link at
top right.
To create a new Source Template:
1. At the top right of the page, click the Add Source Template button.
2. Enter the required details. These include:
· Name and optional Namespace These must consist of lower case letters, numbers,
hyphens and underscores only, and must begin with a letter and end with a letter or
number.
· Attributes Optional. Attributes are user-defined tags that may be useful when using
36
Dynamic Templates for your Compute Requirements. For more information about
23
Attributes, see Managing Attributes .
· Source Type The cloud provider and general instance type, such as AWS Spot or
Azure Scale Set. After you have selected a Source Type, you will be able to enter the
specific details required for that type.
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3. Enter the source-specific details. For more information, see the cloud provider's
documentation. The following details are included for every source:
· Credential The credential to use to access this source, in the format
Keyring/Credential.
32
· Images ID The individual image or image family
to use for instances provisioned from
this source. It is normal to leave this set to Allow Any Image ID (also called a wildcard)
and to specify an image group or image family on the Compute Requirement Template or
in the Compute Requirement instead. This enables the same Source Template to be
used to supply compute for multiple different applications. For more information, see
37
Specifying the Images ID . If you want to be able to use this source with a Dynamic
Compute Requirement Template, you must leave the Images ID set to Allow Any
Image ID.
· Instance Type The machine specification you require on this provider, such as A4 v2 or
ecs.n1.large. You can leave this set to Allow Any Instance Type (also called a
wildcard) to use a type set in the Template or Compute Requirement instead.
· Limit The maximum number of instances that can be provisioned from this source.
· User Data Optional. Source-specific data to send to the instances at startup. A Compute
Requirement Template using this Source will append its own User Data to this script.
27
For more information, see User Data .
· Instance Tags Optional. Up to 5 key:value pairs that you can use to identify and manage
instances from this Source. Instance tags from the Source Template, the Compute
33
Requirement Template , and the Compute Requirement are combined at the time of
provisioning, so that an individual instance may have up to 15 instance tags. Instance
tag keys and values must be no longer than 63 characters each, consisting only of
alphanumeric characters, underscores and hyphens (no spaces), and must not start with
ydc-. In addition, each key must start with a letter. If you specify the same key name in
multiple places (such as on the Source Template and in the Compute Requirement) but
with different values, the Compute Requirement will be rejected.
4. Click Add Source.
For detailed instructions, see the Portal User Guide.
27

Note Each Source Template will be automatically assigned a set of Source Traits that may
affect the actions that can be performed on a Compute Requirement that uses its instances. For
example, if the trait canStopStart is set to False, it will not be possible to stop or restart a
Compute Requirement using that Source Template. These traits are set based on the provider's
API and cannot be edited.
Using Wildcards
When using Source Templates, the Instance Type and the Images ID can be set to wildcards (*)
within the template, to be specified by the Compute Requirement Template or by the Compute
Requirement itself at runtime. This setting is shown in the Portal as Allow Any.
26
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These wildcard settings affect which Compute Templates can use a Source Template, and how a
template or Compute Requirement that uses the Source Template should be configured:
· Instance Type If the Source Template uses a wildcard for the Instance Type, then when

adding this Source Template to a Static Template you must specify an Instance Type. If this
Source Template is valid for selection by a Dynamic Template, the Compute Service will
automatically expand this template into individual Sources for each valid instance type, and
consider each one separately.
· Images ID If you want the Source Template to be available for use by Dynamic Templates, the
Images ID must be a wildcard.
Source Traits
When a new Source Template is created, YellowDog automatically assigns it a set of Source Traits
(sometimes called Source Supported Tasks) that may affect the actions that can be performed on a
Compute Requirement using it. For example, if the trait can stop & start is set to False, it will not
be possible to stop or restart a Compute Requirement that uses that Source Template. These traits
are set based on the provider's API and cannot be edited.
The Traits that may be assigned are:
· can stop & start This Source's instances can be stopped and started. It may or may not be

possible to restart these instances, depending on the Source's other traits. All Sources in the
requirement must support this for the Compute Requirement to be stopped or started.
· can restart This Source's instances can be restarted, as distinct from stopped and started.
· is self maintained This Source is managed outside YellowDog. Since YellowDog does not
manage the instances supplied by this Source, it cannot reprovision them.
· can scale out YellowDog can request additional instances from this Source after the Compute
Requirement has been provisioned.
Note In order to reprovision a Compute Requirement, the requirement must include at least one
Source where is self-maintained is False, and at least one Source that can scale out. These
can be different Sources.
If desired, you can configure a Dynamic Compute Requirement Template
Sources that have specific Source Traits.

36

to select or prefer

User Data
User Data is data that YellowDog will send to the instances at startup. This is an initialisation script
25
created from the User Data field in the Source Template , with the User Data field in the Compute
33
Requirement Template appended. This enables you to perform Source-specific initialisation,
followed by any more general actions required by this particular Compute Requirement. Although
providing user data is optional for both the Compute Requirement Template and the Source
Templates, it should be set in at least one of these locations in order to create the initialisation script.
Your User Data can include some basic templating, using Mustache's logic-less syntax. This
enables you to pass in the following values:
27
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· imageOs
· provider This will be one of: ALIBABA, AWS, AZURE, GCE, OCI
·
·
·
·

region
instanceType
sourceName
sourceType

Simple boolean logic is also supported. For example, provider:AZURE would evaluate to either
true or false. Note that lower case is recognised as well as the literal capitalization, and so
provider:azure would also evaluate as true if the provider was AZURE.
For more information on using Mustache, see the Mustache documentation.
Example
{{#imageOs:linux}}
#!/bin/bash
echo 'This is a LINUX instance from {{provider}}'
{{/imageOs:linux}}
Specifying Sources using the SDK
When using the SDK to specify sources of compute for a specific compute requirement, the sources
34
should be specified within the compute requirement as part of the provisioning strategy .
Currently, sources that can be specified include:
· Alibaba Instances can be provisioned from Alibaba using the

AlibabaInstancesComputeSource object. This object is used to provision both payas-you-go and spot instances.
· Amazon Web Services Instances can be provisioned from AWS using either the
AwsSpotComputeSource object or the AwsOnDemandComputeSource object.
· AWS EC2 Fleet Instances can be provisioned as an AWS EC2 Fleet request using the
AwsFleetComputeSource object. The Fleet API potentially enables a large number
of AWS instances to be provisioned quickly, using a mix of On-Demand and Spot
instances, different Instance Types, and different Availability Zones. It also enables you to
manage these instances using AWS's Fleet Self-Maintenance instead of the YellowDog
Compute Service. In order to use self-maintenance, set the Maintain Capacity
parameter. Note that a number of Fleet API parameters relating to prioritisation of OnDemand vs Spot instances have been combined into a single purchaseOption
parameter within YellowDog.
Note When creating an AWS Fleet source, note that some combinations of parameters are not
compatible. It may be easier to specify this source using the Portal, which prevents setting
incompatible options.
· Azure Instances can be provisioned from Azure using either the

AzureInstancesComputeSource object or the AzureScaleSetComputeSource
object. Either of these can be used to provision spot instances.
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· Google Compute Engine Instances can be provisioned from Google Compute Engine (GCE)

using the GceInstanceGroupComputeSource object. This object is used to provision
regular, preemptible and spot instances. Individual instances can be provisioned using the
GceInstancesComputeSource.
· Google Cloud Bulk API To provision large numbers of instances using Google's Bulk
API, use the GceInstancesComputeSource object. If more than 1000 instances
are requested from this Source, YellowDog will automatically create multiple requests.
Due to this, it is only possible to use specifyMinimum if setLimit is specified and
less than 1000. In addition, if setLimit is specified YellowDog will automatically use
the zonal bulk insert API.
· Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Instances can be provisioned from Oracle Cloud Infrastructure
(OCI) using either the OciInstancesComputeSource object or the
OciInstancePoolComputeSource object. Both of these objects support the use of flex
machine shapes.
All compute source objects inherit from ComputeSourceTemplate. If you need to add custom
23
Attributes to a source for use in a Dynamic Template, you can do so using this object. For more
36
23
information, see Dynamic Templates and Managing Attributes .
Parameters
In order to provision from a compute source, cloud credentials must have been configured for that
source. The relevant API key should be provided using the credential parameter. For more
8
information, see Cloud Credentials .
8

Each cloud provider has a different API for provisioning. As with configuring Cloud Credentials ,
the YellowDog API specification for accessing each cloud uses the same parameter names as each
cloud provider's own specification. YellowDog then passes these parameters to each provisioning
source in the format required by that source's API. For more information on the parameters required
for each provider, see the provider's own documentation.
Some provider APIs enable a minimum number of instances to be specified (specifyMinimum),
such that if this number of instances is not available no instances will be provisioned. In YellowDog
34
this number is set automatically, based on the provisioning strategy . In a Waterfall provisioning
strategy, it is set to the number of instances that still need to be provisioned. In a Split Provision
strategy, it is set to an equal share of the total provisioning requirement. !
Example Amazon Web Services specification using Java
ProvisionStrategy(SingleSourceProvisionStrategy.builder()
.source(AwsOnDemandComputeSource.builder()
.name("aws-eu-west-2")
.region("eu-west-2")
.instanceType("c5n.metal")
.imageId("ami-xx3x4mp13im4g31xx")
.securityGroupId("sg-3x4mple1")
.credential("YD_AWS")
.build())
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.build())
This example requests compute-optimized instances in London, using an API key YD_AWS that was
8
provided during configuration of the credentials for this cloud provider. The image and Security
Group must already exist within AWS in order to be used by this provisioning requirement.

Configuring Instances
In order for workers to run software, the instances running them must have the appropriate operating
system and applications installed. In the case of cloud compute, this is normally done by initialising
them with a pre-prepared image file.
These pre-prepared image files must be created externally and then uploaded to YellowDog.
Creating image files
There are generally three ways to acquire an appropriate image file:
· Use a public image file created by the cloud provider. These image files normally provide an

operating system with no software installed, so any software required by your application must
be separately uploaded and installed.
· Create an image file that matches your specific requirements. If using the YellowDog
Scheduler, this image should include the YellowDog Agent. Image files need to be built and
published to cloud providers, so this will need to be done well in advance. See the cloud
provider's documentation for information on how to upload a custom image file to the cloud for
use with your workers.
· Use an appropriate image file provided by YellowDog. Clients using a trial platform will by
default be provided with access to an image running Docker.
For information on importing these images into YellowDog, see Managing Images in the Portal

31

.

The YellowDog Image Service
The YellowDog Image Service groups related sets of images into Image Groups and Image
Families. Instead of setting a specific image at the template or Compute Requirement level, this
enables you to specify a family or group, from which case the Image Service will automatically select
the correct image to use for each of the sources in your provisioning request.
Note You do not need to work with the Image Service. You can also simply specify the provider's
ID to use a specific image in the Source, Provisioning Template or Compute Requirement.
Images are grouped within the Image Service as follows:
· Image Family A set of images that provide the same functionality on the same type of

operating system, such as a set of Windows images, but designed for different providers and
regions. An Image Family contains one or more Image Groups, each group containing images
of a specific version. Image Families are specified in the SDK using the
MachineImageFamily object.
30
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· Image Group Image Groups enable versioning. Each Image Group within a family consists of

a set of related images that are all at the same version. Image Groups are specified in the SDK
using the MachineImageGroup object.
· Image Each individual image belongs to a specific Image Group (version) within an overall
Image Family. Individual images are specified in the SDK using the MachineImage object.
Managing Images in the Portal
You can manage your images within the Portal from the Images page.
Before you import an individual image
and group.

31

into YellowDog, you will need to set up the parent family

To create a new Image Family:
1. At the top right of the page, click the Add Image Family button.
2. Enter details, including:
· Name The Name must consist of lower case letters, numbers, hyphens and underscores
only, and must begin with a letter and end with a letter or number.
· Operating System The operating system type (such as Windows or Linux) to which all
the images in this family will belong.
· Access This should normally be left at the default. A Public Access image will be
visible to all other accounts on this YellowDog Platform.
· Metadata Specification Optional. You can use this parameter to enter pairs of custom
values if required, or to import existing JSON metadata.
3. Click Create Image Family. You can now add groups and images to this family.
To create a new Image Group (version):
1. In the Image Families list, click on the family that the new group should belong to. The
family will open in a new tab.
2. In the Image Groups pane at lower left, click the Add button.
3. Enter the following details:
· Name A name that identifies the group, unique within the family. This is normally the
version. The Name must consist of lower case letters, numbers, hyphens and
underscores only, and must begin with a letter and end with a letter or number.
· Metadata Specification Optional. You can use this parameter to enter pairs of custom
values if required.
4. Click Create Image Group. You can now add images to this group.
Note If you need to create multiple Image Groups within a family, you should create them in
version order, from oldest to newest. This will enable the Image Service to correctly identify the
latest Image Group when provisioning.
To import an image to be used by YellowDog:
1. In the Image Families list, click on the family that the new image should belong to. The
family will open in a new tab.
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2. In the Image Groups pane at lower left, select the group (version) to add the image into.
3. In the Images pane at lower right, click Add.
4. Enter the following details:
· Name A unique name that identifies the image. The Name must consist of lower case
letters, numbers, hyphens and underscores only, and must begin with a letter and end
with a letter or number.
· Provider Select the provider with which the image is registered.
· Provider Image ID The reference used by the provider for the image.
· Region The region in which the image is registered, such as eu-west-1.
· Supported Instance Types Optional. If you leave this blank, the image is assumed to
be valid for all Instance Types.
· Metadata Optional. You can use this parameter to enter pairs of custom values if
required.
5. Click Create Image. This image is immediately available for YellowDog to use in
provisioning.
Specifying Images
When specifying the image to use within a Source, Template or Compute Requirement you can refer
to a YellowDog image, group or family:
· Image The image service will attempt to use the specific image. If this image is not

compatible with the source or sources it is to be used on, this will result in an error.
· Image Family The image service will automatically select the image group that was created
most recently, and use the correct image for the source if one is available within that group.
· Image Group The image service will automatically select the correct image for the source
from within the specified group (version).
You can reference the relevant Image Service object using either its YellowDog ID, or its name within
the YellowDog Image Service. The name is specified in the following format:
yd/namespace/family[/group[/image]]
For example, an Images ID of yd/my-project/my-images/v1_1 would use the YellowDog
Image Service to automatically select the correct image for each source from within the v1_1 group
of the my-images image family.
Note If the selected Image Group does not contain a compatible image for one of the Sources
that is using it, that Source cannot be used in provisioning. A Compute Requirement that uses a
36
Dynamic Template will attempt to continue provisioning with the remaining Sources, but a
35
Compute Requirement that uses a Static Template will fail with an error.
Specifying Azure Images
When providing Azure image details to YellowDog, either to upload the image or to use it in
provisioning, you may use any of the following types of Azure image reference:
· Custom Format: custom:<custom_image_id>
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eg custom:/subscriptions/2d5dbaf3-30b4-489d-62cc943cc83za1b2/resourceGroups/packerimages/providers/Microsoft.Compute/galleries/packerimages/image
s/linux-worker-docker/versions/1.9.1
· Gallery Format:
gallery:<resource_group>
/<gallery>/<vm_image_definition>/<version number>
eg gallery:packer-images/packerimages/yd-agent-docker/3.5.0
· Marketplace Format: market:<publisher>:<offer>:<sku>[:<version>]
eg market:Canonical:0001-com-ubuntu-server-focal:20_04-ltsgen2:20.04.202010140
market:Canonical:UbuntuServer:18.04-LTS
· Stored Format: stored:<os type>:<storage_url_for_vhd>
eg
stored:linux:https://abc123.blob.core.windows.net/vhds/foobar?
st=etc
YellowDog automatically determines whether purchase plan details are required for marketplace
images, and if necessary fetches the details in order to provide them to Azure when provisioning with
this image.

Compute Requirement Templates
Most of the information required for a Compute Requirement is normally specified using a Compute
Requirement Template. This enables multiple similar Compute Requirements to be created quickly
and easily to provision whatever number of instances are required for each individual Worker Pool.
The Compute Requirement Template specifies the following provisioning parameters:
· Provision Strategy How YellowDog should attempt to provision compute from the specified

sources. This may be Single Source, Split Provision or Waterfall.
· Sources The Sources to use with this provision strategy. When using the SDK, the
Sources to use are specified within the selected provision strategy object.
· Images ID (optional) If compute provisioned using this template will always require the same
image, for example if this template will be used to supply workers for a single specific
application, that image should be specified here. For more information, see Specifying the
37
Images ID .
· User Data (optional) Any init data required for all instances provisioned with this template
should be specified here.
The Compute Requirement then adds the following specifics:
· Instance Count The number of instances to provision using the template parameters.
· Maintain Instance Count If selected, YellowDog will attempt to automatically replace any

instances lost while this requirement is running. This is useful only if you are provisioning
33
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compute for use outside YellowDog. The YellowDog scheduler can balance supply and
demand in a more sophisticated and responsive way.
· Images ID (optional) If you are provisioning compute for one of multiple different applications
that may use this template, and if the image or image group to use has not been specified
elsewhere, it should be specified here.
· User Data (optional) Any init data required for this specific compute request should be
specified here.
When using the SDK to create Compute Requirements, you can either inherit from the
ComputeRequirementTemplate object or set all the necessary parameters within the
ComputeRequirement object.
There are two types of Compute Requirement Template:
· Static Templates Static templates are available in all YellowDog solutions. These specify a
35

static list of sources of compute to use. For more information, see Static Templates .
· Dynamic Templates Dynamic templates do not have a specific set of associated sources of
compute. Instead, they contain a set of constraints and preferences. When a dynamic
template is used, YellowDog uses these constraints and preferences to select sources of
36
compute from those available. For more information, see Dynamic Templates .
The Source Template parameters imageID and instanceType can accept wildcards, enabling the
actual values to be set by the Compute Template or Compute Requirement. The use of wildcards
may determine whether a specific Source Template is compatible with a specific Compute
25
Template. For more information, see Specifying Sources of Compute .
Note When using the Portal, a Compute Requirement must be specified using a Compute
Requirement Template. To perform an individual provisioning request without first setting up a
Compute Requirement Template, you should use the SDK. For more information, see
51
Provisioning using a Compute Requirement .
Provisioning Strategies
When using multiple sources of compute, it is essential to specify the strategy to use when
provisioning compute from these sources. YellowDog currently provides three options:
· Waterfall The Compute Service attempts to provision all the required workers using the first

source of compute specified. If it cannot, it will provision as many workers as it can from the
first source and attempt to access the remaining workers from each of the other sources in the
order in which they are specified in the client application. This is configured using the
WaterfallProvisionStrategy object.
· Split Provision The Compute Service distributes the compute requirement evenly across the
available sources. If one source cannot supply the required number of instances, a second
round of provisioning is performed. If the source fails, it is removed from this second round.
The result is to distribute the full requirement evenly across the other sources. This is
configured using the SplitProvisionStrategy object.
34
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· Single Source The Compute Service attempts to provision all the required workers from a

single source of compute. If it cannot provision all the required workers from the specified
source, the request will fail. This is configured using the
SingleSourceProvisionStrategy object.
Some source settings may affect the way in which sources are used by a provisioning strategy. For
example, a Source Template may limit the number of instances that the sources created from it can
provision. If a requirement with a Waterfall strategy needs to provision more instances than a source
allows then it will failover to the next source, but a request with a Single Source strategy will fail. For
25
more information, see Specifying Sources of Compute .
Selecting a Provisioning Strategy
If you would prefer most of your compute to be provided by specific sources, you can use the
Waterfall strategy. This will attempt to provision your compute entirely using your top ranked source,
but provides the option of falling back to other sources, so can be used like a Single Source strategy
with failover. You can also use this strategy with provider strategies that have native, one-time
request, preference ranking strategies, such as such as AWS Instant Fleets. For example, you could
use a waterfall strategy to create instant fleets in one or more AWS regions, but use spot resources to
acquire further instances if the fleets do not acquire the expected capacity.
If you wish to balance provisioning requests over multiple sources, for example to enable
provisioning to be balanced between different providers or regions, a Split Provision strategy is
useful. This strategy can be combined with sources such as AWS Maintain Fleets that have native,
continuously maintained, preference ranking strategies.
Static Templates
A Static Template always uses the same list of compute sources to provision. Static Templates are
useful when you want your compute to be predictable and repeatable.
When creating a Static Template (ComputeRequirementStaticTemplate), you must specify
a list of compute sources that can be used to provision it. If you add or remove sources of compute
from YellowDog, you should update your Static Template accordingly.
It is possible to set the same source multiple times, with different properties. For example, this could
be used to provision a provider's cheaper instances first, but to complete the requirement with more
expensive instances if not enough cheaper instances are available.
When adding or updating sources, check the following source parameters and ensure that your
template settings are correct:
· If the instanceType required is not specified by the source, it must be specified when adding

the source to the template.
· The imageID required for these sources can be specified in the source, when adding the
source to the template, within the template, or by the Compute Requirement. Image
specification must be consistent t the template level, which means that if any of the sources in
a template have images specified, the template must specify images to use with all the others.
37
For more information, see Specifying the Images ID .
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Creating Static Templates in the Portal
You can create a Static Template from the Templates page. You can also create a new Source
Template based on an existing one, by opening the existing template and clicking the Copy link at
top right.
To create a new Static Template:
1. At the top right of the page, click the Add Static Template button.
2. Enter the required details. These include:
· Name The Name must consist of lower case letters, numbers, hyphens and underscores
only, and must begin with a letter and end with a letter or number.
· Namespace Optional. If set, the template will only be able to use Source Templates
within this namespace.
· Images ID Optional. Set the Images ID here if some or all of your Source Templates
use wildcard IDs, and you wish them all to use the same image, group or family. For
37
more information, see Specifying the Images ID .
· User Data Optional. Data to send to all the instances provisioned using this template.
Data set here will be appended to any Source-specific User Data. For more information
27
see User Data .
· Provision Strategy Type The most commonly used strategy type is Waterfall
33
Provision. For more information, see Provisioning Strategies .
· Sources For more information on Source Templates, see Specifying Sources of
25
Compute .
3. Configure your Source Templates.
· Instance Type If the Source Template has a wildcard Instance Type (*), you must
specify an Instance Type here.
· Image ID Optional. Set the Images ID here if some or all of your Source Templates use
wildcard IDs, and you wish to specify different images, groups or families to use for each
source. This image will be used in preference to any image specified in the template
Images ID described above.
· If using Waterfall Provision, drag the sources into your required order of preference.
4. Click Create template.
For detailed instructions, see the Portal User Guide.
Dynamic Templates
A Dynamic Template (ComputeRequirementDynamicTemplate) enables you to
automatically select the best source of compute for your requirements. Dynamic Templates are
useful when you want to automatically select Sources based on specific source characteristics,
especially characteristics that may change. For more information on Attribute characteristics, see
23
Managing Attributes . For more information on Source Trait characteristics, see Specifying
25
Sources of Compute .
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Note A Dynamic Template can only use sources that have a wildcard images ID. For more
37
information, see Specifying the Images ID .
Each Dynamic Template specifies a set of constraints (attributes that a source must have) and a set
of preferences (attributes that you would prefer a source to have). When a provisioning request is
made using this template, the Compute Service selects the sources of compute that fit your
constraints, ranks them according to your preferences, and then selects the highest ranked source or
sources to use. This means that there is no need to update the template if sources of compute are
added or removed, as YellowDog will automatically include them in its selection.
Note If multiple Sources have the same rank, it is not possible to predict which of those Sources
will be selected for use in the provisioning request.
If using the SDK, constraints and preferences are set using the AttributeConstraint,
ComputeSourceTraitsFilter, and AttributePreference objects.
If the Source Template does not specify an Instance Type, the Compute Service will consider all the
valid instance types for this source. This is done by automatically creating a source for each valid
instance type.
Specifying the Images ID
The YellowDog Image Service enables you to use a single Images ID to refer to multiple similar
images that can be used on instances from different sources. For more information, see Specifying
32
Images .
The Images ID to use for instances can be specified in the Source Template, in the Compute
Requirement Template, or by the Worker Pool itself (via the Compute Requirement it creates). Since
the image that is required depends on the tasks that will be run on those instances, it is normal to
specify an image group or image family on the Compute Requirement Template or in the Compute
Requirement, as this enables the same Source Template to be used to supply compute for multiple
different applications.
At the Compute Requirement Template level, there must be image information available for either all
the sources included, or for none of them. This can be achieved in the following ways:
· Images specified on all Source Templates If the template only includes sources with

specified image IDs, do not set any values in the Compute Requirement Template. If an image
value is set in the template or requirement as well as in the sources, it will cause an error.
· Images not specified on any Source Templates If the template only includes sources with
wildcard image IDs (this is always true for a Dynamic Template), the values for the wildcard IDs
can be set either in the template or by the Compute Requirement. To set the value in the
Compute Requirement, leave the template value blank.
· Images specified in the Compute Requirement Template If the template includes both
sources with actual image IDs and sources with wildcard image IDs, the values for the wildcard
IDs must be set within the template. You can set these values either as part of the source
definition within the template, or within the template's overall images ID parameter. The overall
37
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template value will apply to any sources within the template that do not have an image ID
otherwise specified.

Using Worker Pools
A Worker Pool consists of all the instances (Nodes) that were provisioned by a single Compute
Requirement. In YellowDog, the compute that supplies a Worker Pool is normally provisioned
33
automatically by the YellowDog Scheduler based on the Compute Requirement Template
specified by the pool. By default the Scheduler will also scale the Worker Pool, provisioning and
terminating Nodes based on demand. For more information on scaling, see Scaling the Worker
39
Pool .
Each Node in a pool may run multiple Workers. These Workers are then available to be claimed by
59
one or more Task Groups (subdivisions of a cloud application). One Worker Pool may supply
multiple Task Groups, and one Task Group may use multiple Worker Pools. For more information on
63
how Task Groups use Workers, see Claiming and Sharing Workers .
A Worker Pool is created and managed using the YellowDog Scheduler. Most pools are
Provisioned Worker Pools, meaning that they use cloud compute provisioned through YellowDog.
It is also possible to create a Configured Worker Pool to manage existing compute, for example
when using On-Premise compute. For information on configuring On-Premise compute, see Using
53
On-Premise Compute .
The relationships between the main objects used in a Worker Pool are shown below.

The relationship between Worker Pool, Nodes and
Workers
Both Configured and Provisioned Worker Pools can be set up as standard or Advanced. Advanced
Worker Pools have the same base configuration as standard ones, but add the ability to perform
different actions on specific nodes or groups of nodes.
38
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· Standard Worker Pool An easy-to-configure Worker Pool in which all Nodes have the same

behaviour. You can set the number of Workers to start up per Node (or vCPU) and options for
how to scale the pool in response to changes in demand, and for auto shutdown. Standard
Worker Pools are useful if you simply wish to run a set of tasks using the YellowDog Scheduler.
44
For more information, see Creating a Worker Pool .
· Advanced Worker Pool In addition to the above options, you can divide your provisioned
compute into different Node Types, and use this information to specify different actions to
perform on different Nodes in response to changes in the Worker Pool. Advanced Worker
Pools can be used to integrate with external systems, for example to run a third party
46
Scheduler. For more information, see Configuring Nodes .

Scaling the Worker Pool
By default, the YellowDog Scheduler provisions or terminates Nodes automatically in order to meet
the demand for Workers. If you do not intend to use autoscaling or auto shutdown with your
44
pools, you can skip to the section on Creating a Worker Pool .
You can change the Scheduler's automatic scaling behaviour either by:
· Scaling demand You can change the way that individual Task Groups calculate how many

Workers they need.
· Scaling supply There are a number of ways to manage each individual Worker Pool's response
to sudden changes in demand.
Demand
The demand for Workers comes from the Task Groups. This is based on the following settings in the
RunSpecification:
· Minimum number of Workers This many Workers must be claimed before the Task Group

can run.
· Maximum number of Workers The Task Group will not attempt to claim more than this
number of Workers.
· Tasks per Worker This can be used to reduce the number of Worker claims made by scaling
the number of Workers to claim based on the number of unfinished tasks.
For more information on Task Groups and Run Specifications, see Specifying Task Groups

61

.

Demand may also be affected by some external factors such as resource management. For
example, If multiple Tasks are set to wait for the same file - or files that are uploaded by the same
process - then the Task Group will attempt to claim Workers for all of these Tasks at once when the
relevant files become available. You may wish to restrict this demand by setting maxWorkers
and/or tasksPerWorker as described above. For more information, see Managing
68
Resources .
There are several common strategies for managing a Task Group's demand:

39
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· Unlimited Scaling If none of the above options are set, the Task Group will attempt to claim as

many Workers as it has unfinished tasks, and release Workers as soon as there are no more
Tasks in the queue.
· No Scaling Setting minWorkers and maxWorkers to the same number effectively
specifies the exact number of Workers to be used by this Task Group, and therefore 'switches
off' demand scaling.
· Reserved Capacity Where Tasks can be added dynamically to a Task Group, YellowDog
recommends setting minWorkers to at least 1. This prevents all Workers from being
released, so that if new Tasks are added after all previous Tasks have finished they can begin
running immediately.
· Constrained Usage Where a large number of Tasks may need to be run, YellowDog
recommends setting maxWorkers to prevent a Task Group from severely reducing the
resources available to other Task Groups.
Supply
Worker Pools automatically scale up or down to meet the demand created by the Task Groups using
them. The way in which Worker Pools scale is determined by the following settings in the Worker
Pool itself:
· Minimum number of Nodes Setting a minimum number of nodes reduces latency when

demand increases from a very low level.
· Maximum number of Nodes YellowDog recommends setting a maximum in order to prevent
excessive cost or exhausting the available provider capacity. This musts be less than 10 000.
· Grace Period To ensure that there is sufficient time for a Node's Workers to be claimed, it
cannot be considered for termination due to idleness for the specified duration after
registration. The default is 2 minutes. Once a Worker has been claimed, the grace period no
longer applies to the Node. If the claimed Worker is then released the Node can be terminated
for idleness even if it is still within the specified duration.
· Idle Time Limit Once a Node is beyond the grace period, it will be automatically terminated if
it is idle with all workers unclaimed for this duration. The default is 5 minutes. This means that if
a Worker Pool uses the default settings, a Node that remains idle after registering will be
automatically terminated after 7 minutes. A Node that is initially active but becomes idle will be
terminated after it has been idle for 5 minutes.
There are several common strategies for managing a Worker Pool's supply:
· Single Use Pool This strategy is useful where the Worker Pool is only required once, for a

single Work Requirement. It optimises costs by starting work as soon as nodes become
available and terminating nodes as soon as no further tasks are available for them. It does not
need to specify minNodes because there will be no new demand for nodes after work from
this requirement has finished. Since there is only one source of demand, it will often not be
necessary to set maxNodes.
· Mixed Use Pool Where a Worker Pool is to be used by multiple Work Requirements, setting
minNodes to 1 or greater will reduce latency when new Work Requirements increase
demand. Similarly, setting nodeIdleTimeLimit to longer than 5 minutes will prevent
YellowDog © 2015-2022
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unnecessary deprovisioning and reprovisioning between some Work Requirements finishing
and others being added.
· Long Running Pool If the Worker Pool is using reserved instances, or if you are working with a
fixed number of licenses, dynamic provisioning may not be an optimal use of resources. You
can keep your reserved instances available within the pool by setting autoShutdown to
false, and if desired you can prevent scaling altogether by setting your minNodes and
maxNodes to the same number.
You can see some simple examples of how all these parameters affect provisioning in the next
41
section, Scaling Examples .
Example of a Single Use Pool using Java
{
"workerTag": "work-req-1234",
"nodeIdleTimeLimit": "0",
"autoShutdownConditions": [ {
"type":
"co.yellowdog.platform.model.AllWorkersReleasedShutdownCondition",
"delay": "0"
} ]
...
}
In practice, a Worker Pool may supply multiple Task Groups and a Task Group may claim Workers
from multiple Worker Pools. For information about how YellowDog manages multiple sources of both
64
demand and supply, see Autoscaling Across Multiple Pools and Task Groups .
Scaling Examples
Single Use Pool
In this example, the relevant Task Group and Worker Pool parameters are left at their default settings.
The Task Group attempts to claim as many Workers as it has Tasks to run, and the Compute Service
attempts to supply all the Workers requested by provisioning the appropriate number of Nodes.

41
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Worker Pool Scaling in a Single Use Pool
Nodes are shut down after they have been idle for the default 5 minutes. Once all Nodes have shut
down (or been lost) the AllNodesInactiveShutdownCondition Worker Pool property
automatically shuts down the entire pool. For more information on automatic shutdown, see Auto
43
Shutdown .
Mixed Use Pool
In this example, multiple Work Requirements are using the same Worker Pool. In order to minimise
latency when new Tasks are added, the pool has specified a minimum number of Nodes.

Scaling in a Mixed Use Pool serving multiple Work Requirements
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Nodes shut down when they become idle, until the minimum is reached. If new Tasks are added
before the AllNodesInactiveShutdownCondition delay is reached, the Worker Pool
responds by provisioning any new Nodes required.
If the pool is intended to be used by multiple consecutive Work Requirements, it may be desirable to
increase the delay on the idle shutdown condition, or even to disable it altogether.
Constrained Usage
It is possible to limit the number of Nodes that can be provisioned. This can be done either by
reducing the number of Workers that can be requested by an individual Task Group, or by limiting
the number of Nodes that can be provisioned by the Worker Pool, or both.
In this example, the Worker Pool is being used for two Task Groups. The second Task Group has a
large number of small Tasks, and so has been set to limit its demand by scaling the number of
Workers it requests. In addition, the Worker Pool has set a maximum number of Nodes that it can
provision.

Limiting both Workers requested and Nodes supplied
The Worker Pool provisions sufficient Workers for the first Task Group. When the second Task Group
attempts to claim Workers, it only attempts to claim half the number of Workers as the number of
Tasks it has waiting. However, this number of Workers still requires more than the maximum number
of Nodes set for the Worker Pool, so this Worker Pool is not able to provision enough Nodes to meet
the full demand for Workers.
In this case, the Scheduler may also attempt to provision the required compute using other Worker
Pools. For more information about the interaction of multiple Task Groups and Worker Pools, see
64
Autoscaling Across Multiple Pools and Task Groups .

Auto Shutdown
The Scheduler can be set to shut down a Worker Pool automatically based on the following
conditions:
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· All Nodes Inactive The pool will be shutdown if all of its nodes are inactive after the specified

delay. A node is considered inactive if it has the status Lost, Unregistered or Terminated. A
node that is idle is not considered inactive. By default, there is no delay between all nodes
becoming inactive and the pool being shutdown.
· No Registered Workers The pool will be shutdown if no Workers register within the node
boot time limit. The boot time limit is set in WorkerPoolProperties, and defaults to 10
minutes.
In cases where the Worker Pool has been set to create 0 workers per node, such as on some
Advanced Worker Pools when using a more complex strategy to create workers, YellowDog cannot
be certain whether a Node is idle and therefore cannot use the above conditions. Instead, automatic
shutdown is based on the following:
· All Workers Released The pool will be shutdown if all of its Workers have been released, after

the specified delay. By default, the delay is 5 minutes.
· Unclaimed After Startup The pool will be shutdown if none of its Workers have been claimed
within the specified delay after startup. By default, the delay is 30 minutes.
For Advanced Worker Pools, the following condition may also be used:
· Node Action Failed The pool will be shutdown if a Node action fails within the specified delay

after it is attempted. By default, the delay is 10 minutes.

Creating a Worker Pool
You can create all types of Worker Pool from the Workers page. This section describes how to
create a standard Provisioned Worker Pool.
For information about creating other types of Worker Pool:
· Configured Worker Pool This pool uses instances that have been provisioned outside

YellowDog. Each instance in a Configured Worker Pool is configured individually on the
instance itself. You can use the Workers page to generate a token that enables your instances
to authenticate with YellowDog and create the pool. For more information, see Using On53
Premise Compute .
· Advanced Provisioned Worker Pool Creating an Advanced Worker Pool follows the same
process as a standard pool, but the node configuration details must must be entered manually
as JSON. The Portal does not currently provide a graphical user interface for node
46
configuration. For information about the relevant parameters, see Configuring Nodes .
Creating a Provisioned Worker Pool
To create a new Provisioned Worker Pool:
1. At the top right of the page, click the Add Provisioned Worker Pool button.
2. Enter the required details. These include:
· Name The Name must consist of lower case letters, numbers, hyphens and underscores
only, and must begin with a letter and end with a letter or number.
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· Target Node Count The number of Nodes (instances) to provision for this pool initially, to

a maximum of 10 000. If you set Auto Scaling for this pool, the Scheduler may adjust
the target later based on demand.
33
· Compute Template The Compute Requirement Template
to use when provisioning
compute for this pool. Worker Pools may be provisioned by either static or dynamic
templates.
· Images ID Optional. Specifying an image on the Worker Pool is equivalent to specifying
it within the Compute Requirement. You should only enter an Images ID if images have
not been specified in the Compute Requirement Template or in the individual Source
37
Templates. For more information, see Specifying the Images ID .
· Workers Per Node By default, YellowDog creates a single Worker on each Node. Click
Edit to change the number of Workers per Node, or to base the number of Workers on
the number of vCPUs instead. More sophisticated methods of creating Workers are
available using the SDK. For more information, see Creating a Worker Pool using the
46
SDK .
· Worker Tag Optional. You can use tags to restrict a Task Group to using nodes from
61
this Worker Pool. For more information, see Specifying Task Groups .
· Auto Scaling By default, the Worker Pool will automatically provision and deprovision
Nodes depending on demand from the Task Groups using it. To set specific options, for
example to limit the maximum number of Nodes the pool will attempt to provision, click
39
Custom. For more information, see Scaling the Worker Pool .
· Auto Shutdown Whether YellowDog can automatically shut down this Worker Pool, and
under what conditions. If you wish to change the defaults, choose Custom to select
specific conditions for auto shutdown. If you are working with reserved instances, or if
you require this Worker Pool to remain active for a long period, you may wish to set this to
43
Disabled. For more information, see Auto Shutdown .
· Node Configuration Optional. If you wish to create an Advanced Worker Pool, you can
enter the required configuration here in JSON format. For more information, see
46
Configuring Nodes . It is also possible to Import an existing Node Configuration file. If
desired, you can download the configuration from the detailed view of an existing
Advanced Worker Pool and then import it to use a similar configuration for new Worker
Pools. Once imported, the configuration can be edited if necessary.
3. Click Provision Worker Pool.
A new Worker Pool is created with the status Pending. A corresponding Compute Requirement is
created with the status New, and will be automatically submitted to the Compute Service.
Note that some aspects of worker configuration, such as how jobs should claim workers from the
provisioned pool and release them back into the pool, may differ between jobs or individual
61
processes. These are therefore set for each Task Group individually as part of the work
requirement, rather than in the Worker Pool definition.
You can also use the Workers page to manage a Worker Pool. Click on the Worker Pool to open a
detailed view. If you shut down a Node from the Portal, the Scheduler will initially shut down that
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Node's Workers. Once all the Workers are shut down, the Compute Service will deprovision the
Instance.

Creating a Worker Pool using the SDK
A Worker Pool is configured using the ProvisionedWorkerPool and
ProvisionedWorkerPoolProperties objects. For a full description of the relevant objects,
see the SDK Documentation.
In order to create a worker pool, an application must:
· Specify a Compute Requirement Template. The Worker Pool will create a Compute

Requirement based on this template in order to provision the required amount of compute.
· Specify any other properties required. Worker Pool properties include:
· The number of node workers. By default, the system will create 1 worker on every node.
To configure a different number of workers, use the object NodeWorkerTarget. This
specifies whether to create the same number of workers on every node (PER_NODE) or
whether to scale the number of workers created on a node by the number of vCPUs
available (PER_VCPU). You should also use this object to specify the number of workers
to create per node or vCPU.
Note In an Advanced Worker Pool, you can instead create workers in a more targeted fashion
by setting the workers per node to 0 and using the NodeCreateWorkersAction object in
47
response to a Node Event. For more information, see Managing Nodes .
· Whether to allow auto shutdown. By default, the pool will shut down automatically if all

Nodes are idle or if individual Node configuration fails. You can change the conditions
under which auto shutdown may occur using the WorkerShutdownConditions
43
object. For more information, see Auto Shutdown .
· How the number of nodes in the pool should scale according to the demand from Task
39
Groups. For more information, see Scaling the Worker Pool .
You can also use the SDK to perform additional configuration of your Nodes using the
WorkerPoolNodeConfiguration object. This additional configuration will result in an
Advanced Worker Pool.
Configuring Nodes
You can create specialised Nodes by specifying Node Types. The YellowDog Scheduler's
messaging framework enables you to send actions to only nodes of a specific type, or to list nodes of
a specific type as part of a RUN_COMMAND or WRITE_FILE action. For more information on
47
messaging and actions, see Managing Nodes . Type specification and node responses to events
are both configured as part of the WorkerPoolNodeConfiguration object.
Note Configuring Node Types and Node Actions makes your pool an Advanced Worker Pool.
Node Types
46
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You can apply types to a specific number of Nodes, selected randomly, and/or to nodes from certain
Sources. Node types are specified and applied using the NodeType object. Each node can only
have one type.
To set up Node Types, you should specify:
· The name of the Node Type. This must consist of lower case letters, numbers, hyphens and
·

·
·

·

underscores only, and must begin with a letter and end with a letter or number.
Optionally, the source names to apply this type to. If you also set a count, the type will be
applied only to the specified number of Nodes from these Sources. You can use the same
Source to apply multiple Node Types, but in this case you must also set counts to limit the
number of Nodes that each type is applied to.
Optionally, the count of nodes to apply this type to. If you do not set a count, the type will be
applied to all available Nodes that meet any Source criteria set.
Optionally, a min (minimum) number of Nodes to apply this type to. The type may be applied
to many more Nodes than the minimum if there are more Nodes available that fit the criteria.
You cannot set both a minimum and a count (exact number).
Optionally, slot numbering. This assigns an integer (slot) to each Node of this type, which
can be used when integrating with external systems that require numbered identifiers. These
slots are normally specified as reusable, meaning that if one Node is lost its slot can be
assigned to a new Node that registers. This prevents the slot numbers incrementing beyond
the expected range. The slot number assigned to a Node can be retrieved using the
NodeDetails object.

For example, you might have Nodes from three Sources A, B and C. You want to apply Type1 to
some nodes from A and B, and Type2 to some nodes from B and C. Since both types can be
applied to Source B nodes, you must set a count for at least one of the types so that the system can
calculate how the Source B Nodes should be distributed. If you do not set a count for the other type,
it will be applied to all the remaining Nodes that meet its criteria.
If you provision more Nodes than you apply types to, and you do not configure the leftover Nodes,
they will eventually be removed by YellowDog as part of its regular cleanup of zombie items.
Managing Nodes
You can manage nodes by performing Node Actions. Node Actions and Action Groups can either
be submitted via the API, or defined to trigger automatically in response to a Node Event. A Node
Event is a change in the Nodes available as part of this Worker Pool.
Node Action Groups enable you to coordinate actions across multiple Nodes. A Node Action Group
is a list of actions, but none of these actions will run until the previous actions in the queue have
completed on all the Nodes that were running them. For example, if you needed to set up one Node
Type as a controller and have the other Node Types register with it, you could create one Node
Action Group to configure the controller and a second Node Action Group to configure the other
Nodes. In this case, the actions in the second Action Group would not be added to the Nodes'
queues until the first group had completed.
47
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By defining different Node Types to respond differently to Node Events, you can set up Meta
Scheduling - creating a cluster and using a third party scheduler to manage it.
There are three types of Node Action:
· Write file Writes a file to the Node. For example, this can be used to provide configuration

information on the specified Nodes. When performing this action, you can refer to Node
50
information using a Mustache template .
· Run command Runs a command on the Node. For example, this can be used to set up
specified Nodes based on the contents of a previously-written configuration file. When
performing this action, you can refer to Node information via a Mustache template.
· Create workers Creates workers on the specified Nodes. In order to use this object, the node
workers setting in the ProvisionedWorkerPoolProperties object should be set to 0.
When creating workers, you may specify a number per Node, a number per vCPU, or a total
number of workers, in which case YellowDog will distribute the worker creation requirement
across the specified nodes.
When defining any action, you can use the following optional parameters to specify which Nodes it
should run on:
· The node types that the action should be run on. If this is not specified, the action will be run

on all available Nodes.
· The node ID filter enables you to run the action on a specific list of Nodes. When submitting
an action via the API, you can set the parameter to LIST and submit a list of specific Node IDs
that the action should be run on. Alternatively, you can set the parameter to EVENT to run the
action on the list of Nodes provided by the Node configuration as part of the triggering event.
For example, when Nodes are added EVENT would provide the list of new Nodes that have
registered with the Scheduler. Node events are described later in this section.
Note Any Nodes listed in a filter are also available as part of the Mustache template
resolution context.

50

Each new Node Action is appended to the Node Action Queue, and the Node or Nodes that are to
perform that action will run it once they have completed the previous action.
Node Events
The Node Events that can be generated by the system are:
· STARTUP_NODES_ADDED If no Node Types have been defined, or if any Node Types have
46

been defined without a count , this event occurs either when the number of Nodes registered
5
reaches the target instance count set in the Compute Requirement , or when the time taken
for Nodes to boot reaches the boot time limit specified in the Worker Pool properties (the
default is 10 minutes). If Node Types have been defined and a count has been set for each
type, then this event occurs when the total count for all the types has been reached.
· NODES_ADDED This event occurs if Nodes register with the Scheduler after a
STARTUP_NODES_ADDED event has occurred.
48
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· NODES_REMOVED This event occurs if Nodes unregister or terminate after a

STARTUP_NODES_ADDED event has occurred.
Example configuration of Node Events and Node Actions using Java.nodeEvent(
NodeEvent.STARTUP_NODES_ADDED,
NodeActionGroup.builder().actions(
NodeWriteFileAction.builder()
.path(dataFileName)
.content(startup_nodes)
.nodeType("typecontroller")
.build(),
NodeRunCommandAction.builder()
.path("start_simple_controller")
.argument(dataFileName)
.environment("EXAMPLE", "FOO")
.nodeType("typecontroller")
.build()
).build(),
NodeActionGroup.builder().actions(
NodeRunCommandAction.builder()
.path("start_simple_daemon")
.arguments("{{nodesByType.typecontroller.0.details.privateIpAddress}
}", "{{node.details.nodeSlot}}")
.nodeType("typedaemon")
.build()
).build(),
NodeActionGroup.builder().actions(
NodeCreateWorkersAction.builder()
.totalWorkers(totalWorkers)
.nodeType("controller")
.build()
).build())
.nodeEvent(
NodeEvent.STARTUP_NODES_ADDED,
NodeActionGroup.builder().actions(
NodeWriteFileAction.builder()
.path(dataFileName)
.content(startup_nodes)
.nodeType("typecontroller")
.build(),
NodeRunCommandAction.builder()
.path("start_simple_controller")
.argument(dataFileName)
.environment("EXAMPLE", "FOO")
.nodeType("typecontroller")
.build()
).build(),
NodeActionGroup.builder().actions(
NodeRunCommandAction.builder()
.path("start_simple_daemon")
.arguments("{{nodesByType.typecontroller.0.d
etails.privateIpAddress}}", "{{node.details.nodeSlot}}")
.nodeType("typedaemon")
.build()
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).build(),
NodeActionGroup.builder().actions(
NodeCreateWorkersAction.builder()
.totalWorkers(totalWorkers)
.nodeType("typecontroller")
.build()
).build()
)
The above example sets up Meta Scheduling. In this case, the external scheduler requires that
during startup one Node must be defined as a controller and the others as daemons. Node Types
have been used to divide the available Nodes into a single controller and multiple daemons, and
Action Groups are used to ensure that the controller is configured before the daemons attempt to
contact it. A Mustache template referenced as startup_nodes is used to provide the details of
the daemons during configuration of the controller.
Template Resolution
Mustache provides fast templating resolution. For full information about Mustache, see
http://mustache.github.io/.
Mustache templates can be used when resolving the Node Actions write file and run command.
All template properties can be used as arguments for these actions. Template resolution occurs at
the point where the Node Action is placed onto the queue for the individual Node, and so is specific
to the specific Node and to the time at which the action was dispatched.
The context of these Mustache templates includes the following information:
· Node The Node receiving the action (also called the current Node). This includes all the

·

·
·
·

information provided within the Node object. For example, you could refer to the current
Node's hostname as node.details.hostname.
Nodes A list of all available Nodes. This consists of all Nodes that have been registered, and
which were not unregistered or terminated at the time this action was placed onto the queue.
This list includes the current Node. You can refer to individual Nodes by their position in the
list, for example nodes.0.1 would reference the first Node in the list.
OtherNodes A list of all available Nodes, excluding the current Node.
NodesByType This can be used to specify all the Nodes of a specific Node Type. For
example, nodesByType.type1 would be a map of all the Nodes belonging to type1.
47
FilteredNodes If nodeIDfilter is specified in the Node Action , this is the list of Nodes
in the filter. This can be used, for example, to append a list of added Nodes to an existing file.

Example of using a Mustache template to list specific details from all other Nodes
{
"nodes": [
{{#otherNodes}}
{
"name": "typedaemon{{details.nodeSlot}}",
"ip": "{{details.privateIpAddress}}"
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}{{^-last}},{{/-last}}
{{/otherNodes}}
]
}

Provisioning using a Compute Requirement
If you only wish to use the YellowDog Platform to provision compute, which you will then manage
externally rather than using the YellowDog Scheduler, you can do so by creating a Compute
Requirement. This will provision compute and install your chosen image, but it will not create a
Worker Pool or run an application.
Creating a Compute Requirement in the Portal
To create one or more Compute Requirements based on a Compute Requirement Template
can use the Portal.

33

, you

You can create a Compute Requirement from the Compute page:
1. At the top right of the page, click the Provision compute button.
2. Enter the required details. These include:
33
· Template The Compute Requirement Template
to use for this provisioning request.
· Name The Name must consist of lower case letters, numbers, hyphens and underscores
only, and must begin with a letter and end with a letter or number.
· Namespace The namespace to be used by this Compute Requirement. YellowDog uses
namespaces to group entities within the platform, so any set of related processes should
ideally set and use a single namespace.
· Images ID Optional. The individual image, family or group to use for instances
provisioned by this template.
· Target Instance Count The number of initial instances to provision. Depending on the
27
Source Traits of the Sources specified in the Template, you may be able to set
Maintain Instance Count to automatically provision more instances if the number of
running instances falls below this number. You can change these settings later if
required.
· Instance Tags Optional. Up to 5 key:value pairs that you can use to identify and manage
instances from this Compute Requirement when using your cloud provider's user
interface.
3. Click Provision compute.
The new Compute Requirement is created with the status New, and will be automatically submitted
to the Compute Service.
For full information, see the Portal User Guide.
Creating a Compute Requirement in the SDK
If you wish to create a Compute Requirement without using a template, you must do so using the
SDK.
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Most of the abilities of the Compute Service are provided by the object ComputeRequirement.
For a full description of the ComputeRequirement class, see the API Documentation.
In order to provision a set of instances, the compute requirement must:
· Specify a namespace for the instances. Any items associated with this compute, such as
70

uploaded objects to be used by an application, must use the same namespace. All
namespaces must begin with a letter, end with a letter or number, and consist of lower case
letters, numbers, hyphens and underscores only.
· Specify a unique name for the set of instances. YellowDog recommends incorporating a UUID
to ensure that the name is globally unique. However, the name must begin with a letter, end
with a letter or number, and consist of lower case letters, numbers, hyphens and underscores
only.
Note: The namespace and the name cannot be changed after the compute requirement
document has been submitted to YellowDog. Any attempt to change these will be rejected.
· Specify the number of instances required, to a maximum of 10 000.
· Specify the provisioning strategy to use. This determines how YellowDog selects from the

·

·

·

·

specified sources of compute to meet the number of instances required. For more information,
34
see Provisioning Strategies .
Specify the sources of compute to use to provision this number of instances. This includes
requirements such as machine spec and region. For more information, see Specifying Sources
28
using the SDK .
Optionally add worker tags to this set of instances. A worker tag is essentially a user-defined
property for this set of instances. Work requirements, task groups and tasks can be set to run
on workers with specific properties, such as region. This uses a machineConfiguration
object that can be referenced by the task group. The machine configuration combines
information about the instance type and the image ID into a single string that is applied to all
the workers created by this compute requirement. A task group can be set to be run only by
workers with a specific tag, via the run specification's workerTags collection. For more
61
information, see Specifying Task Groups .
Optionally add instance tags to this set of instances. Instance tags (sometimes called labels)
are supported by cloud providers as a way to categorise and manage your instances. Each
instance tag consists of a key:value pair.
Submit the provisioning request. This can be submitted to the Compute Service using
SubmitComputeRequirement. When using the Compute Service, the compute instances
should be explicitly terminated when they are no longer required, using
TerminateComputeRequirement. A Compute Requirement can only be submitted to
the Scheduler Service (using provisionWorkerPool) if the Compute Requirement is
based on a Compute Requirement Template.

Example compute requirement specification using Java
ComputeRequirement computeRequirement = ComputeRequirement.builder()
.namespace("image-demo")
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.name("image-demo_".concat(UUID.randomUUID().toString()))
.targetInstanceCount(4)
.provisionStrategy(SingleSourceProvisionStrategy.builder()
.source(AwsOnDemandProvisionSource.builder()
.name("aws-eu-west-2")
.credential("my_aws")
.region("eu-west-2")
.securityGroup("sg-3x4mple1")
.instanceType("c5n.metal")
.imageId("ami-xx3x4mp13im4g31xx")
.build())
.build())
.build();
ComputeRequirement submittedComputeRequirement =
client.provisionWorkerPool(computeRequirement);
In this example, the provisioning request is submitted to the Compute Service.
Provisioning Failure
If a compute source does not correctly respond to a provisioning request, the Compute Service will
retry as appropriate depending on the exact nature of the error received. For example, in the case of
a permanent error such as incorrect login credentials, the Compute Service will consider the request
34
to have failed and its next steps will be determined by the selected Provisioning Strategy . In the
case of other errors, it may retry several times at progressively longer intervals. The exact error
behaviour depends on the provider, and is the behaviour that has been determined to be optimal for
that provider.

Using On-Premise Compute
YellowDog enables you to intelligently optimise the running of work on your existing servers, as well
as to combine on-premise compute with cloud instances.
In order to use YellowDog to manage work on your on-premise machines, you must:
· Use YellowDog to create one or more Configured Worker Pools. Each will return a template

Agent configuration file including the token that your on-premise machines should use for
authentication and registration.
· Manually install the YellowDog Agent on all the machines that should provide Workers to a
pool.
· Start or schedule the Agent on each machine.
Creating the Worker Pool
The Agents installed on On-Premise machines use a token to authenticate with the YellowDog
Platform. This token is included in the template configuration file generated by YellowDog as part of
Worker Pool creation. You can assign your On-Premise machines to different Worker Pools by
creating multiple Worker Pools in YellowDog and using the configuration files returned by each.
To create a Worker Pool using the Portal:
YellowDog © 2015-2022
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1.
2.
3.
4.

Login to the Portal.
Click on the Workers menu option.
At the top right of the screen, click on Add Configured Worker Pool.
Enter the following details:
· Name The name to use for the Worker Pool. You may wish to include a reference to the
Credentials or Sources used in the selected template, or to the purpose of the
requirement.
· Token Expiry Optional. Set the date and time at which the token should expire, or
require renewal. If this is not set, the token will not expire.
5. Click Add Configured Worker Pool.
6. Copy the template configuration file and save it. This will be required later when configuring
the YellowDog Agent on each Instance.
Installing the Agent
In order for an On-Premise machine to contribute Workers to a Worker Pool and be assigned Tasks,
it must be running the YellowDog Agent.
You can view detailed instructions on how to run the Agent as a service on Linux from the How To
documents on the YellowDog website.
To set up the Agent on each machine:
1. Install the Java Runtime Environment (JRE) version 11 or later.
2. Download the appropriate version of the Agent JAR from the YellowDog Maven repository.
You may save this file in a directory of your choice. For access to the Agent, contact
support@yellowdog.co.
3. In the directory in which you installed the Agent JAR, create the following subdirectories:
· Data
· Data\actions
· Data\workers The Agent will create a subdirectory for each Worker, to act as its working
directory. The number in the name of each subdirectory corresponds to the number at
the end of the Worker's YellowDog ID.
4. Set the following Environment Variables:
· YD_AGENT_HOME Set this to the directory in which you installed the Agent.
· YD_AGENT_DATA Set this to the location of the Data subdirectory. This should be the
same as the Agent directory, with \Data or /Data appended (depending on system
type).
5. Assign any system user/group permissions required. The Agent will be responsible for
launching the binary or script required to run Tasks, so the service user and/or group needs to
have all the required permissions.
Creating the Agent Configuration File
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The Agent requires information about the Workers it should create on the Instance and the
YellowDog Platform it should register with. Similarly, YellowDog requires information about the
Instance and its Workers in order to distribute work appropriately.
This information is provided using an Agent configuration file:
1. On each machine, in the same directory as your Agent JAR, create a file named
application.yaml.
2. Into this file, paste the template configuration you generated when creating the Worker
Pool(s). You may wish to customise some of the settings. For full information, see The Agent
55
Configuration File .
Running the Agent
YellowDog recommends configuring the YellowDog Agent to run as a service, however it can also be
run from the command line using the command java -jar <agent-jar-filename>. When
it starts up, the Agent will create the required Workers and register the Node and its Workers with the
YellowDog Scheduler so that work can be assigned.
If necessary the Agent can be controlled by a job scheduler such as cron. However if the Agent
process does not handle the termination signal from the OS then the Node may not correctly
deregister with the YellowDog Scheduler. If this happens the YellowDog Scheduler will set the
Node's status to Lost after repeated failures to respond, and no further work will be assigned to it.

The Agent Configuration File
The Agent configuration file is a YAML file that provides all the details required by both the Agent and
the YellowDog Platform.
Configuration Properties
The following properties are required for every On-Premise instance that is to supply workers for a
Worker Pool:
· taskTypes This specifies the applications that are available for performing work on this

system. For more information on how Tasks are used within YellowDog, see Specifying
66
Tasks .
· - name The name of the task type, as used within the Task specification.
· run The command to run to start the application. This may be an absolute path, or a
command on the system PATH.
· token The Token to use when authenticating and registering with YellowDog . A separate
Token is generated by the YellowDog Platform for each Worker Pool. For more information, see
53
Using On-Premise Compute .
· services-schema.default-url The location of the YellowDog platform services to register with.
This will be the base Portal URL with /api appended, for example
https://portal.yellowdog.co/api.
· instanceId The ID that YellowDog should use to identify this instance, such as the hostname.
This ID must be unique within the Worker Pool.
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· instanceType The identifier that your organisation wishes to use for this instance type.

·

·

·
·

YellowDog records this name as the instanceType for this instance, and it can be used to
assign work, or to limit usage, in the same way as for standard cloud providers such as AWS or
Google.
provider This must be set to ON_PREMISE. Platform records this name as the Provider for
this instance, and it can be used to assign work, or to limit usage, in the same way as for
standard cloud providers such as AWS or Google.
vcpus The number of vCPUs on this machine. vCPUs are sometimes calculated based on the
number of processing threads available for each core, and the number of cores. For example,
a machine with 16 threads per core, 8 cores, and 1 physical CPU could be specified to have
128 vCPUs.
ram The RAM, in GB.
createWorkers This specifies how to calculate the number of Workers to create on this
machine.
· targetCount The number of workers to create. The targetType property defines whether
this number is absolute, or per vCPU. For more information on Worker Pool configuration,
38
see Creating the Worker Pool .
· targetType Whether to multiply the targetCount number of workers to create by the
number of vCPUs available. This enables you to use the same configuration file on
multiple machines with minimal editing. Set to PER_NODE to simply create the specified
number of workers on each machine using this configuration file, or to PER_VCPU to
multiply the specified number by the number of vCPUs on the machine. For example, a
targetCount of 2 and a targetType of PER_VCPU would create 2 workers on a machine
with 1 vCPU, but 8 workers on a machine with 4 vCPUs. If the targetType were
PER_NODE, the Agent would create 2 workers on both machines.

You may also use the following additional properties to provide more control over the Worker Pool's
46
internal functions and assigning work, particularly when setting up an Advanced Worker Pool :
· sourceName The name Platform should record as the Source for this instance. This must

·

·
·
·
·

consist of lower case letters, numbers, hyphens and underscores only, and must begin with a
letter and end with a letter or number. This custom Source name can be used to assign work,
or to limit usage, in the same way as for cloud-based sources of Compute. For more
25
information, see Specifying Sources of Compute
region Sets a custom geographic tag for this machine. This will not provide YellowDog with
information about the actual location, but this and the following properties can be supplied to
47
Node Actions as Mustache template variables. For more information, see Managing Nodes
.
hostname
privateIpAddress
publicIpAddress
schedule Starts up and shuts down this machine's Agent on a specified schedule. To run the
Agent on a schedule, set enabled to true and specify both startup and shutdown times
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using a variant on cron format that includes a seconds digit at the beginning: s m h d(M) M
d, for example 0 0 18 * * FRI would represent 6pm every Friday.
Example Configuration File
The following example file sets up a Windows computer to provide two Workers to a Worker Pool.
These Workers can run docker tasks, and docker is on the PATH for this system and therefore can
be invoked with the command docker.
yda:
# The task types that can be run by the agent. The template
supplies default values that should be replaced with task types
corresponding to the work to be performed on the node.
taskTypes:
- name: "docker"
run: "docker"
# The instance provider. This is a default value and can be
changed.
provider: "ON_PREMISE"
#An identifier for this machine that must be unique within a
Worker Pool.
instanceId: "Windows_PC_1"
instanceType: "custom"
ram: 2.0
vcpus: 4.0
createWorkers:
targetType: "PER_NODE"
targetCount: 2
# The worker pool token. This value should remain the same.
token: "0ca30a44-45c5-4edl-b137-7g72c21e376b"
# The target URL. This value should remain the same.
services-schema.default-url: "https://portal.yellowdog.co/api/"
region: "Avon, UK"
schedule:
enabled: true
startup:
- "0 0 18 * * MON-FRI"
shutdown:
- "0 0 7 * * MON-FRI"
Using Variables in the Configuration File
It is not possible to use variables within the configuration file itself. However, any property that can
be set in the configuration file can instead be set using an environment variable.
For example, to set the instanceID property to the computer name, you would create an
environment variable YDA_INSTANCEID and set it to the COMPUTERNAME environment variable.
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Example on Linux
YDA_INSTANCEID=$COMPUTERNAME
Example on Windows
YDA_INSTANCEID=%COMPUTERNAME%
Note Avoid using deeply nested environment variables on Windows, as these may not be loaded
and expanded in the expected order.
This enables you to perform machine-specific agent configuration by means of environment
variables, and use a standard configuration file that only contains properties that are common to all
the machines in the worker pool, such as the token and provider.

Running an Application using YellowDog
Work to be run using YellowDog must be structured as a number of small independent units or
processes, called Tasks, each of which can be run separately by an individual Worker. A Task
specifies the application code to run on the Worker and the details that the YellowDog requires in
order to manage that unit of work.
Dependencies and scheduler settings are managed by grouping these individual Tasks into Task
Groups. Each Task must be added to a single Task Group that specifies any constraints on the
Workers that can be used to run its Tasks, and also how the YellowDog Scheduler should manage
the Worker supply.
The Task Groups are contained within a single Work Requirement, which sets the overall name and
priority of the work. Work Requirements, Task Groups and Tasks must be specified using the SDK
and cannot be created using the Portal.
The full application to submit to the YellowDog scheduler must therefore include:
· The API key and secret to authenticate to an Application object on the Platform. For more
12

information, see Application Access to YellowDog .
59
61
· A Work Requirement
consisting of one or more Task Groups .
· Individual Tasks, or the code to create Tasks dynamically. All Tasks must be added to a Task
66
Group after creation. For more information, see Specifying Tasks .
If you also need to upload, store and manage files and other objects, you should configure Object
70
Storage for the appropriate cloud provider. A given namespace can only use storage from one
provider.
If compatible Worker Pools already exist in YellowDog, the Scheduler can run the Work
Requirement's Tasks on Workers from those pools. However, if desired you can provision specific
compute as part of your application. For more information, see Creating a Worker Pool using the
46
SDK .
Example of Specifying an Application using Python
import os
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from datetime import timedelta
from yellowdog_client import PlatformClient
from yellowdog_client.common.server_sent_events import
DelegatedSubscriptionEventListener
from yellowdog_client.object_store.model import FileTransferStatus
from yellowdog_client.model import ServicesSchema, ApiKey,
ComputeRequirementDynamicTemplate,\
StringAttributeConstraint, WorkRequirement, TaskGroup,
RunSpecification, Task, TaskInput, TaskOutput, FlattenPath,\
ComputeRequirementTemplateUsage,
ProvisionedWorkerPoolProperties, WorkRequirementStatus, TaskStatus
from utils.common import generate_unique_name, markdown, link,
link_entity, use_template, image, script_relative_path, \
get_image_family_id
key = os.environ['KEY']
secret = os.environ['SECRET']
url = os.environ['URL']
namespace = os.environ['NAMESPACE']
template_id = os.environ.get('TEMPLATE_ID')
auto_shutdown = os.environ['AUTO_SHUTDOWN'] == "True"
run_id = generate_unique_name(namespace)
client = PlatformClient.create(
ServicesSchema(defaultUrl=url),
ApiKey(key, secret)
)

Creating the Work Requirement
The Work Requirement is submitted and managed using the YellowDog Scheduler. Most of the
abilities are provided by the object WorkRequirement. The relationships between the main
objects used in a Work Requirement are shown below, along with some of their key parameters.
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The relationship between Work Requirement, Task
Groups and Tasks
For a full description of the WorkRequirement object, see the SDK Documentation.
The Work Requirement must:
· Specify a namespace. This should ideally be the same as the namespace used for any
70

uploaded objects the job will require. Note that this namespace applies only to the work
requirement itself, as worker pools do not exist within a namespace.
· Specify a unique name for the work requirement. YellowDog recommends incorporating a
UUID to ensure that the name is globally unique. However, the name must begin with a letter,
end with a letter or number, and consist of lower case letters, numbers, hyphens and
underscores only.
Note: The namespace and the name cannot be changed after the work requirement document
has been submitted to YellowDog
· Specify one or more task groups, up to a maximum of 1000. A Task Group defines some

generic configuration options for a set of Tasks to be scheduled and run using the same
settings. It is useful for dependency management and information sharing between tasks, as
well as enabling a tiered approach to priority setting and progress monitoring. If one set of
Tasks must be completed before another set can be run, these should be configured to belong
to two different Task Groups with one group specified as dependentOn the other. For more
61
information, see Using Task Groups .
· Create tasks and add them to your Task Groups. Tasks are not specified as part of the Work
Requirement definition, but are added separately. This enables the scheduler to manage
individual Tasks without serious performance degradation when a Work Requirement contains
66
hundreds of thousands of Tasks. For more information, see Specifying Tasks .
The progress of the work requirement and its individual components can be monitored using the
19
status property for each class. For more information, see Monitoring Progress .
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Using Task Groups
There are a number of different ways to use Task Groups to structure and manage a Work
Requirement, depending on the nature of the work.
Fully Defined Work Requirement
When all the necessary work is known in advance, it is possible to run a fully defined work
requirement. In this case, all Task Groups are fully populated with Tasks at submission, and all are
set to finish when all Tasks are finished (this is the default behaviour). Since the work to be done is
well understood, the minimum and maximum number of Workers can be explicitly set to control the
level of compute used.
Dynamic Work Requirement
This configuration is used with an application where most Tasks (other than, for example, setup
tasks) will be created and added after work has begun. It is a good solution for event-driven
workloads.
finishIfAllTasksFinished is disabled initially to ensure that the Work Requirement will not
finish while events may still occur and create Tasks. When the work requirement is no longer needed,
it can either be cancelled or finishIfAllTasksFinished can be re-enabled to finish the
requirement gracefully.
Since the amount of work is not known in advance, the Worker Pool or pools used for this Task Group
should be permitted to scale automatically based on the amount of work. For more information, see
39
Scaling the Worker Pool .
Heterogeneous Task Types
Multiple Task Groups enable work with different task types to be allocated to different compute
sources and managed as a single work requirement. Task Groups can either be ordered via
dependencies, or executed in parallel.
If necessary, this can be combined with a dynamic work requirement pattern to produce a task
pipeline by placing the required Tasks in different Task Groups and setting the appropriate
dependencies.
Note It is also possible to create a task pipeline within a single Task Group, by using each Task's
resource verification to wait for the previous Task's output before executing. For more
68
information, see Managing Resources .

Specifying Task Groups
A Task Group sets Worker and Scheduler behaviour for a set of Tasks. For a full description of the
TaskGroup class, see the SDK Documentation. Much of the behaviour of a Task Group is
configured within the RunSpecification object.
The key settings for each Task Group include:
61
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· Name The Task Group name is used to create the object name structure for any output files. It

·

·

·

·

·

·

·

·

can also be used to identify the Task Group when adding Tasks. The name must consist of
lower case letters, numbers, hyphens and underscores only, and must begin with a letter and
end with a letter or number.
Applications required The taskTypes parameter within the RunSpecification
specifies the applications required to run the tasks in the group. The taskTypes parameter
ensures that the scheduler does not claim workers that are incompatible with the tasks to be
run. Task types are specified here rather than determined automatically because tasks can be
dynamically inserted into a task group after it has claimed workers.
Instance properties It is possible to specify that tasks in this group can only run on machines
with certain properties, such as region. This can be set by specifying properties within the
RunSpecification. For example, it is possible to specify a region, or a list of preferred
instance types. It is also possible to use user-defined worker tags for this purpose.
Dependencies Whether this task group requires another task group within this work
requirement to be completed before it can run. This is set using the dependentOn
parameter. For example, the outputs of one task group can be used to create the tasks to run
in a second task group. In this case, the second task group would be set to be dependent on
the first and would not attempt to claim any workers until the first had completed.
Task finish and fail behaviour How the Task Group reacts to the completion of all its Tasks, or
the failure of any. By default, if a Task fails, the Task Group will continue to allocate and run its
76
other Tasks. When all Tasks have run, the Task Group will transition to the status
Completed (if all Tasks were successful) or Failed (if any Tasks failed). This behaviour can
be changed using the properties finishIfAllTasksFinished and
finishIfAnyTaskFailed. Note that if finishIfAllTasksFinished is set to
false, the Task Group will not finish based on Task completion, but it can still finish based on
other events such as a user cancelling the parent Work Requirement.
Task retries How many times tasks within this task group can be retried. Note that it is
74
possible for a task to fail due to its worker becoming lost . Permitting one or more retries can
enable the Scheduler to attempt to run the task again on a different worker.
Worker sharing Whether the workers used for these tasks can also run tasks from other task
groups and from other work requirements. Worker sharing enables YellowDog to maximise the
use of computing resources. The priority of work execution is determined by work requirement
and task group priorities, and priorities can be dynamically adjusted to change order of
execution during work. For tasks where high security is important, this should be set to false.
This is set using ExclusiveWorkers within the RunSpecification.
63
Worker claim strategy For more information, see Claiming and Sharing Workers . Your
Work Requirement will not start until all your Task Groups have claimed their minWorkers (if
specified).
Worker scaling strategy The YellowDog Scheduler determines the demand for workers
based on the settings for minWorkers, maxWorkers and tasksPerWorker within each
RunSpecification. If these parameters are not set, the Task Group will start as soon as
one Worker is claimed and attempt to claim the same number of Workers as there are
62
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unfinished Tasks. If minWorkers is set and the task group is dependent on another task
group, it will attempt to claim this number of Workers but make no further claims until its
dependency task group has completed. These settings combine with Worker Pool settings to
determine when and how the YellowDog Scheduler should provision or terminate Nodes. For
39
more information, see Scaling the Worker Pool and Autoscaling Across Multiple Pools and
64
Task Groups .
Tasks are not specified as part of the Task Group. They are created separately and then added to a
Task Group, usually using the ID returned by the system for that Task Group. For more information,
66
67
see Specifying Tasks and Adding Tasks to a Task Group .
Example task group specification using Java
.taskGroup(TaskGroup.builder()
.name("run-image-processors")
.runSpecification(RunSpecification.builder()
.taskType("docker")
.minWorkers(2)
.exclusiveWorkers(false)
.build())
.build())
In this example, the Task Group will not run unless at least 2 workers are available, but it can use
workers that are also being used by other Task Groups.
Claiming and Sharing Workers
You can use a number of different strategies to determine how best to manage your compute
resources.
Unrestricted Shared Usage
If all Workers are equally capable of the task types they are defined with, then the best strategy is
normally to optimise for maximum usage of the available compute. In this strategy, all Task Groups
allow worker sharing, so that the YellowDog Platform can distribute claims evenly across all available
nodes. The priority of work execution is determined by Work Requirement and Task Group priorities,
which can be dynamically adjusted if it is necessary to change the order of execution during work.
Example of Unrestricted Shared Usage using Java
{
...
"priority": 1
...
"taskGroups": [ {
...
"runSpecification": {
"taskTypes": ["docker"],
"exclusiveWorkers": false
}
...
63
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} ]
...
}
Location-Based Claiming
Location-based claiming enables you to perform work in specific regions where supporting
resources are more easily available, but still to spread work evenly across nodes within those
regions. When using this strategy, Workers may be either shared or exclusive.
Exclusive Tagging
It is possible to dedicate specific nodes to Task Group execution, for example where only specific
compute sources meet criteria not known to the YellowDog Platform, such as security. Where this is
required, compute must be provisioned with a custom tag, and the Task Groups configured to use
only Workers that have this tag. Workers may be either shared or exclusive, although it is normally
more appropriate for them to be exclusive.
Note that if your Workers are exclusive, you must have enough Workers available for each of your
Task Groups to satisfy its minimum worker requirement simultaneously before your Work
Requirement will start.
Autoscaling Across Multiple Pools and Task Groups
YellowDog prevents Task Groups being starved of Workers, or your organisation paying for
excessive numbers of unnecessary instances, by using autoscaling to manage the supply of
Workers on an account-wide basis.
39

Scaling the Worker Pool was described previously, in the context of scaling an individual Worker
Pool. However, your organisation may have multiple Task Groups running at the same time, using
Workers supplied by multiple Worker Pools. In this case, it is important to understand the detail of
how the YellowDog Scheduler dynamically requests and releases Workers from different Worker
Pools to meet Task Group demand.
39

Autoscaling consists of two parts. Auto upscaling is based on the demand from individual Task
Groups, while auto downscaling releases Workers based on the Task pipeline (mediated by an
intelligent smoothing algorithm).
Auto upscaling
Every thirty seconds or so, a Work Requirement refreshes its Task Groups. At this point, if the Task
Group does not have sufficient Workers for its Ready Tasks (Pending Tasks, such as those awaiting
68
Resources , are ignored), it creates a WorkerClaim object to claim additional Workers. A
Worker can only be claimed by a Task Group if it supports all the task types, instance properties and
61
so on specified by the Task Group . If the claim cannot be satisfied, the WorkerClaim object is
saved to the database and triggers the auto upscaler.
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Note When a user holds (pauses) a Work Requirement, any unsatisfied claims from its Task
Groups are removed. The scheduler will not attempt to provision additional instances for Task
Groups within a held Work Requirement.
For each unsatisfied claim, the auto upscaler creates a list of active Worker Pools that could supply
valid Workers for that Task Group. These candidate pools are ranked according to the following
criteria:
· Pools that already supply Workers to the Task Group. Using these Worker Pools to supply
·
·
·
·
·

further Workers enables more efficient use of any shared resources.
Pools that have at least one Node registered. The YellowDog Scheduler potentially has access
to more information about these Worker Pools.
Pools that have the greatest unused capacity, based on their current and maximum number of
Nodes.
Pool creation time (oldest to youngest).
Alphabetical order.
If any of these candidate pools failed to increase their number of Workers at the last upscaling
request, they are automatically ranked last regardless of how they rate on the other criteria.

The upscaler then checks whether the claim can be satisfied using Workers that have been recently
provisioned or released by other Task Groups, or by Workers that it has calculated need to be
provisioned to satisfy another claim. For example, if it must provision a Node with 10 Workers in
order to satisfy a claim for 3 Workers, there are 7 Workers potentially available for other Task
Groups.
Note If such Workers exist, they will be allocated separately by the Scheduler, so the order in
which the upscaler considers claims is unimportant.
Finally, the upscaler calculates the total number of Nodes that must be provisioned on each Worker
Pool to satisfy all the claims, taking into account whether any of these Workers can be shared
between Task Groups. It increases the NodeTarget for each Worker Pool appropriately, and when
each Worker Pool is next refreshed (usually within 30 seconds) it requests that the Compute Service
provision these additional instances (within any limits that were set when the Worker Pool was
configured).
Note When using Advanced Worker Pools with node types set, only node types without a count
46
specified will be scaled up (or down). For more information, see Configuring Nodes .
It is important to note that the auto upscaler identifies and requests the most efficient way to supply
enough Workers for the Task Groups that are running, but cannot guarantee that those Workers will
actually be made available. However, if a claim remains unfulfilled, the process will be repeated.
Auto downscaling
Unlike upscaling, downscaling occurs at the level of individual Task Groups and Worker Pools.
65
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When a Task Group has no more Ready Tasks (again, any Pending Tasks are ignored), it will
release any Workers that are not currently running Tasks. Workers released by one Task Group may
be claimed by another. If none of a Node's Workers have been claimed for the duration specified by
39
the Worker Pool (see Scaling the Worker Pool) , that Node will be shut down (unless doing so
would reduce the number of Nodes in the pool below its specified minimum).
Note Some Nodes in Advanced Worker Pools may not have Workers. The YellowDog Scheduler
is currently unable to tell if these Nodes are idle, so they will not be automatically shut down.
Avoiding Deadlock
If there are multiple Work Requirements demanding workers, but the Scheduler cannot upscale the
supply from the Worker Pools sufficiently to provide the minimum number of Workers for each
63
(based on the worker number and sharing settings in the individual Task Groups), it is possible
that all the requirements will claim some Workers but none will be able to run. This situation can be
prevented by setting fulfilOnSubmit for these Work Requirements to True. In this case, if the
Work Requirement cannot immediately claim sufficient Workers to begin running, it will terminate
77
with the status Unfulfilled
and release any Workers it did claim, enabling other Work
Requirements to run.

Specifying Tasks
A Task is a specific item of work, run as part of an overall application. All Tasks must be added to a
67
Task Group . This facilitates dependency management and information sharing, as well as
enabling a tiered approach to priority setting and progress monitoring. For a full description of the
Task class, see the SDK Documentation.
The key settings for each task include:
· Task name The task name is used to create the object name structure for any output files. A

name is not required if this task does not output any files to the object store. If a name is
specified, it must consist of lower case letters, numbers, hyphens and underscores only, and
must begin with a letter and end with a letter or number.
· Inputs Any input objects required by the task should be downloaded to the working directory
before execution. These objects can be downloaded from the same namespace as the task, or
from a specified namespace . The input settings include the optional resource management
68
settings to be used for this task. For more information, see Managing Resources .
· Outputs Any objects to be output by the task should be uploaded to the object store. These

objects can be output either from the working directory or from a specified directory, and will
be stored in a folder with the same name as the task. The path generated will be of the form
namespace/work-requirement-name/task-group-name/task-name/filepath-relative-to-worker-working-directory/filename. For example, if a
task named cirrus output a file output_data.bin to the output1 folder within its working
directory, the generated path might be something like:
ns_troposphere/wr_high_alt/tg_cirriform/cirrus/output1/output_da
ta.bin
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It is possible to specify that an output file should be uploaded even if the task fails or is
aborted by the user during execution, using the alwaysUpload parameter.
· Task to run The details of the process to run are set by the taskType. Data may be passed
to this process in multiple ways.
o Task type The taskType specifies the name of the command to use for this task, as
registered with the Agent on the Worker(s). The Agent configuration for each task type
determines the exact command line that will be run on the Worker. On a cloud instance, this
30
Agent configuration would be set within the image file . For information on setting this on
53
an on-premise instance, see Using On-Premise Compute .
o Configuration data Depending on how the task type has been configured on the Worker, it
may be passed information using command line arguments, environment variables or a text
file created using the taskData object. If using the taskData object, the data is saved to
the working directory of the Worker as taskdata.txt.
Example task specification using Java
.map(entry -> Task.builder()
.name(entry.getKey() + "_image")
.taskType("docker")
.inputFromTaskNamespace(sourcePictureFilename)
.arguments(
"v4tech/imagemagick",
"convert",
entry.getValue(),
"/yd_working/" + sourcePictureFileName,
"/yd_working/" + entry.getKey() + "_" +
sourcePictureFileName
)
.outputFromWorkerDirectory(entry.getKey() + "_" +
sourcePictureFileName, true)
.outputFromTaskProcess()
.build())
In this example, the Task uses docker to run one of a set of filters on a graphical image that was
previously uploaded into the task namespace. It outputs the edited image from a specified directory
within the working directory.
Adding Tasks to a Task Group
Once the required Tasks have been created, they must be added to a group. You can add Tasks to
a Task Group using the API endpoint addTasksToTaskGroup.
There are two versions of addTasksToTaskGroup, enabling you to specify the Task Group in
either of two different ways:
· ID Specify the Platform ID of the Task Group to which to add a list of Tasks.
67
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· Namespace,Work Requirement and Task Group name When working with a very large

number of Task Groups, it may be simpler to use the details you have specified rather than the
details returned by the system.
You can add Tasks in batches of up to 10,000 Tasks.
Note There is no way to update a Task once it has been created and added to a Task Group, but
69
you can cancel or abort Tasks.
Example of task addition using Python
client.work_client.add_tasks_to_task_group_by_name(namespace,
work_requirement.name, montage_task_group_name, image_montage_tasks)
Managing Resources
3

When specifying a Task, it is possible to use YellowDog's Resource Management feature to
ensure that required resources are in place before the Scheduler executes the Task.
Tasks that are waiting for resource availability remain in the Pending state, and are not included in
64
autoscaling calculations.
Resource Verification
Verification is used to check whether required resources exist before attempting to run the task.
Verification of input files is specified in the Task's input methods, using the optional verification
parameter with one of the following settings:
· At start If the file is not present when the Scheduler is ready to run the Task, the Task will

automatically fail.
· Wait If the file is not present when the Scheduler is ready to run the Task, the Task remains in
the Pending state until the Object Store Service notifies the Scheduler Service that the file is
present. It should be noted that in the current version of YellowDog, this request will not time
out and so unless the Task is cancelled it will run as soon as the file is detected.
Note When using the verification parameter,
If multiple Tasks are set to wait for the same file - or files that are uploaded by the same process then the Task Group will attempt to claim Workers for all of these Tasks at once when the relevant
files become available. You may wish to restrict this demand by setting maxWorkers and/or
61
tasksPerWorker on the Task Group's Run Specification . For more information, see
39
Scaling the Worker Pool .
The wait setting can be used to run individual Tasks within a Task Group in a specific order. If the
output from one Task is used as an input to the next, each Task will only run once the previous Task
is complete.
Verification requires the Object Store Service to communicate with an external storage location. It
performs this task using an Access Delegate that is associated with the Access Delegate for the
68
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parent Work Requirement. For more information about Access Delegates, see YellowDog Security
7
Concepts .
A Task's verification settings and status can be viewed when managing the parent Work
Requirement from within the YellowDog Portal.
Cancelling Tasks
When the Work Requirement is running, you can cancel individual Tasks using cancelTask on the
WorkClient object. This will cancel the Task if it has not yet been allocated to a Worker, and
optionally abort the Task if it is in progress.
When a Task is aborted, YellowDog only kills the parent process. You will need to create and run
your own scripts to kill any descendant processes, as well as activities that aren't part of the process
tree such as Docker containers or Slurm jobs.
Example of using a Bash script to clean up Docker processes
#!/bin/bash
####################################################################
############
# Clean up Docker container on Task Abort
# Disambiguate container name using the Bash process ID
YD_CONTAINER_NAME=yd-container-$$
cleanup_docker() {
CONTAINER_ID=$(docker ps -aq --filter name=$YD_CONTAINER_NAME)
if [ -n "$CONTAINER_ID" ]
then
echo "Abort received at: $(date -u "+%Y-%m-%d_%H%M%S_UTC")"
echo "Stopping container: $YD_CONTAINER_NAME ($CONTAINER_ID)"
docker stop $CONTAINER_ID > /dev/null
echo "Done"
fi
}
# Trap EXIT signal and run the cleanup function
trap cleanup_docker EXIT
####################################################################
############
# Run docker command
docker run --rm --name $YD_CONTAINER_NAME $@
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Using Cloud Storage
The YellowDog Object Store offers seamless integration with the object storage facilities of major
cloud providers.
If the namespace used by an application is mapped to a cloud provider, then YellowDog will
automatically use that provider's storage when running a Work Requirement. Object upload and
download is normally fast due to YellowDog 'chunking' the data and transferring the chunks in
parallel.
To map an application namespace to a cloud provider storage location:
· Create a storage location (often called a bucket) on the cloud provider.
· Create a namespace storage configuration that maps the namespace used by your application

to the cloud storage location.
Creating a namespace storage configuration
Namespace storage configurations map a namespace to a specific cloud storage location. This
means that you can change the storage location used by an application by changing the storage
configuration rather than the application itself. Namespace storage locations are normally created
within the YellowDog Portal, but can also be specified using the SDK.
Each cloud provider has a different SDK for uploading items to storage. YellowDog therefore
provides a separate namespace storage configuration object for each provider, for example
S3NamespaceStorageConfiguration (for Amazon Simple Storage
Service),OciNamespaceStorageConfiguration and so on. However, all namespace
8
storage configurations require access to a valid credential for the cloud provider. This should be
specified in the format keyring/credential. For more information on the parameters required
for each provider, see the provider's own documentation.
Example specification for AWS using Java
{
"type": "filepath.S3NamespaceStorageConfiguration",
"namespace": "image-demo",
"bucketName": "co.mycorp.images",
"region": "eu-west-1",
"credential": "my_keyring/my_aws"
}

Uploading Objects
Any objects required by your application must be uploaded to a provider's object storage so that
they can be distributed to the workers. Ensure that you have started the transfer threads before
attempting to upload objects.
Objects are uploaded using the Object Store service (UploadSession). Each object must be
4
uploaded into a specified namespace to ensure that it can be accessed correctly by later tasks.
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Example upload using Python
source_picture_path =
script_relative_path("resources/ImageMontage.jpg")
source_picture_file = source_picture_path.name
client.object_store_client.start_transfers()
session = client.object_store_client.create_upload_session(imagedemo, str(source_picture_path))
session.start()
session = session.when_status_matches(lambda status:
status.is_finished()).result()
The above example uploads an image file into the image-demo namespace. Because YellowDog
processes are all asynchronous, it also explicitly waits for the image upload to complete before
continuing.

Downloading Results
Any objects uploaded by tasks as part of the work requirement are stored in the Object Store, in an
object name structure within the relevant namespace. For more information on how tasks interact
66
with objects, and how the object name structure is determined, see Specifying Tasks .
Objects can be downloaded from the Object Store using the DownloadBatch object.
Example download using Java
Path destinationFolderPath =
FileSystems.getDefault().getPath(outputPictureFolder);
DownloadBatch downloadBatch = client.buildDownloadBatch()
.destinationFolder(destinationFolderPath)
.sourceObjects("image-demo", String.format("%
s/**/FinalImage/*.*", workReqId))
.flattenFilePaths(FlattenPath.FILE_NAME_ONLY)
.buildIfObjectsFound()
.orElseThrow(() -> new RuntimeException("Could not find final
picture in object store"));
downloadBatch.start();
downloadBatch.whenStatusMatches(TransferStatus::isFinished).get();
This example downloads an object from the FinalImage folder of the image-demo namespace.
workReqId is the unique name assigned to this work requirement.

Item Status
You can monitor and manage individual items while they are running using the YellowDog Portal,
which provides an easy way to perform standard actions such as monitoring task or worker status
and restarting or terminating instances.
71
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Using the SDK, it is possible to return the status of any object (from an overall Compute Requirement
to an individual task within a Work Requirement) using the relevant class's status method. For a full
description of this method, see the SDK Documentation. YellowDog also provides helpers that can
be used to trigger operations based on status, such as when an object reaches a specific status or
the number of objects at a specific status exceed a threshold.
This section describes the statuses that objects may enter during their life cycle:
· Provisioning Status Describes the status conditions for Instances, Sources and Compute

Requirements.
· Worker Pool Status Describes the status conditions for Workers, Nodes and Worker Pools.
· Application Status Describes the status conditions for Tasks, Task Groups and Work
Requirements.

Provisioning Status
Instance status
Instances can be in the following states:
· Pending The instance is currently provisioning or restarting.

Note When using Google Compute Engine (GCE), some instances may appear as Pending
only briefly before immediately becoming Terminated. This is an artifact of the way in which
GCE responds to provisioning requests, and is not relevant to the outcome of the request.
· Running The instance is running.
· Stopping The instance is being stopped.
· Stopped The instance has been stopped. Stopping instances is only possible on some cloud

providers. Note that even if you stop all a Compute Requirement's instances, the requirement
itself will remain in the Running state.
· Terminating The instance in the process of terminating.
· Terminated The instance has been terminated by the Compute Service. Note that even if you
terminate all a Compute Requirement's instances, the requirement itself will remain in the
Running state.
· Unknown The status of the instance is unknown. While in this state, the instance can be
restarted or terminated.
The state of individual instances does not affect the status of the Compute Requirement as a whole.
Source status
Sources can be in the following states:
· New The source has been created from the Source Template but not yet submitted to the

Compute Service.
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· Inactive The source has been successfully submitted to the Compute Service but is not

currently supplying any instances. This may indicate that no instances have been requested
from this source, or that all instances supplied by this source have been terminated.
· Active The source is supplying at least one instance that is in a state other than Terminated.
· Updating The Compute Service is currently starting, stopping, provisioning or terminating one
or more instances supplied by this source.
· Errored The last action the Compute Service attempted on this source or any of its instances
resulted in an error.
13

Sources may also have a separate Exhaustion Status if they are affected by an Allowance . Once
an Allowance has been reached or exceeded, the affected Sources enter one of the following states:
· Limited No new instances can be provisioned from this source. A source enters this state

when a Soft Allowance has been reached.
· Limited_Awaiting_Termination No new instances can be provisioned from this source, and its
existing instances are currently being terminated. Once all instances have entered the
Terminated instance state, this source will also be Terminated. A source enters this state
when a Hard Allowance has been reached.
· Termination The source is providing no instances, and cannot be used to provision new
instances. A source enters this state after a Hard Allowance has been reached, and when all
its instances have been Terminated. A source with the Termination exhaustion status will also
be Inactive.
Compute Requirement status
Compute Requirements can be in the following states:
· New The Compute Requirement has been created and submitted to the Compute Service.
· Provisioning The Compute Service is attempting to provision Instances to meet the

requirement. The requirement will remain in Provisioning state until all the provisioning
instances have entered the Running state, at which point this status will update to Running. If
it is impossible to provision the required number of instances, for example due to Allowance
limits or unavailability of instances, the requirement will update to Running state once all the
available instances have been provisioned.
· Running The requirement has been through a provisioning cycle, and has provisioned as
many instances as were available. If this is fewer than the number of instances required by the
Worker Pool, or if Maintain Instance Count is set for a user-created Compute
51
Requirement , the requirement will continue to attempt to provision more instances until it
reaches the number required. While the requirement is running, individual instances may
change to other states (for example while restarting) without affecting the status of the
requirement as a whole.
· Stopping The requirement is in the process of stopping. A requirement will remain at
Stopping status until all of its instances have stopped. A requirement can only be stopped if
all its instances are supplied by cloud providers that permit stopping.
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· Stopped All instances belonging to this requirement have been stopped by the requirement.

Note that stopping all instances individually will not cause the requirement to enter the
Stopped state. If the requirement is restarted, it will enter the state Starting until all instances
have successfully restarted.
· Starting The requirement is restarting after having been stopped. It will remain in the Starting
state until all instances have entered the Running state.
· Terminating The requirement is being terminated. It will remain in the Terminating state until
all instances have terminated.
· Terminated All instances belonging to this requirement have been terminated by the
requirement. Note that terminating all instances individually will not cause the requirement to
enter the Terminated state. A Terminated provisioning request cannot be updated or
reprovisioned. If you wish to reprovision, a new Compute Requirement must be created.

Compute Requirement States
74

Note that terminating a Worker Pool will automatically terminate the associated Compute
Requirement. It is also possible to terminate a Worker Pool by terminating the Compute
Requirement, but this will kill any running Tasks so should only be performed in an emergency.

Worker Pool Status
Worker status
Workers can be in the following states:
· Doing_Task The Scheduler has assigned a task to this worker.
· Sleeping The Worker is not currently executing any tasks, and there are no tasks available for it

to process. It has therefore been instructed to sleep for a period.
· Late The worker's heartbeat has not been received as expected. If a heartbeat is received, the
worker will enter the appropriate healthy status. If a heartbeat is not received, the worker will be
considered Lost.
· Lost Either the worker's heartbeat has not been received for a significant period of time, or the
worker belongs to a node that has been lost. If the worker was processing a task, that task will
be Failed (but may be allocated to a different worker to retry, unless it has already reached the
74
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61

maximum number of retries set by its Run Specification ). If a heartbeat is received after it
has become lost, the worker will be considered Found.
· Found A heartbeat has been received from a worker that was considered Lost. The worker
has not yet requested instruction from the Scheduler. If the worker was in the process of
running a task when it was lost, it will not be allowed to submit any updates for that task, but will
instead be available to be allocated a new task.
· Shutdown The worker has been instructed to shut down.
Node status
Nodes can be in the following states:
· Running The node is sending a regular heartbeat.
· Late The node's heartbeat has not been received as expected. If a heartbeat is received, the

node will enter the appropriate healthy status. If a heartbeat is not received, the node will be
considered Lost.
· Lost The node's heartbeat has not been received for a significant period of time. If the node
had any workers that were claimed by a task group, these will also be considered Lost. Any
other workers will be deleted from the system. If a heartbeat is received after becoming lost,
the node will be considered Running.
· Unregistered The node has unregistered from the Worker Pool. This indicates that the
associated instance is being shut down.
· Terminated The node has been terminated.

Node States
When a node is shut down, for example using the YellowDog Portal, the Scheduler will begin by
shutting down that node's workers. Once all the workers are shut down, the Scheduler will call the
Compute Service to deprovision the instance. This normally triggers the agent to unregister the node
from the Worker Pool before it terminates. If the instance shuts down before the agent can
unregister, the node will still terminate cleanly.
For the purposes of Worker Scaling

39

and Auto Shutdown

43

, the following definitions are used:
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· Idle The node has no claimed workers. If Autoscaling is set for this Worker Pool, idle nodes

may be terminated as long as that does not reduce the number of workers below the minimum.
If a node was created without workers, and has never had any workers, it will never be Idle and
will not be automatically terminated.
· Inactive The node has one of the following statuses: Lost, Unregistered, Terminated. If all a
43
Worker Pool's nodes are inactive, it may be considered for Auto Shutdown .
Worker Pool Status
Worker Pools can be in the following states:
· Pending The Worker Pool has been submitted to the Scheduler but no nodes are yet available.
· Configuring The nodes in the pool are being identified and any node types are being assigned.
· Empty The Worker Pool is active, but no workers are currently registered with it. A pool with no
43

·
·
·

·

registered workers may be eligible for Auto Shutdown .
Idle The Worker Pool is active and has registered workers, but none of its workers have been
claimed by a task group.
Running One or more of the pool's workers has been claimed by a task group.
Shutdown All workers are being shut down and the associated Instances are being
deprovisioned. The Scheduler can be set to shut down a Worker Pool automatically based on
43
specific conditions. For more information, see Auto Shutdown .
Terminated The Worker Pool is terminated and its associated Compute Requirement is also
Terminated.

Note that terminating a Worker Pool will automatically terminate the associated Compute
72
Requirement . It is also possible to terminate a Worker Pool by terminating the Compute
Requirement, but this will kill any running tasks so should only be performed in an emergency.

Application Status
Task status
Tasks can be in the following states:
· Pending The task is waiting for resources (such as an input file) to be verified. Its verification
78

·
·
·
·
·
·
·

status is VERIFY_WAIT.
Ready The task's required resources are available but it has not yet been allocated to a worker.
Allocated The task has been allocated to a worker, but is not currently executing.
Downloading Inputs for the task are being downloaded by its worker.
Executing The task is being executed by its worker.
Uploading Outputs for the task are being uploaded by its worker.
Completed The task has successfully completed.
Failed The task has failed. This may occur if the worker becomes Lost while executing the
68
task, or if resource verification cannot find the specified resource. A failed task may be
61
retried, depending on the settings in the associated Run Specification .
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· Cancelled The task has been cancelled by the user prior to execution.
· Aborted The Task has been cancelled by the user after being assigned to a Worker for

execution. The Task will still attempt to upload any outputs set to alwaysUpload.
· Discarded The task is part of a Task Group that finished without running all tasks (for example,
if the Task Group was set to finish if any task failed). The task has not been executed.

Task States
Work Requirement and Task Group status
Work requirements and task groups can be in the following states:
· New The entity has been created, but not yet submitted to the YellowDog Scheduler.
· Pending The entity has been submitted to the scheduler, and the scheduler is currently

·

·
·

·
·
·

claiming workers. The entity will remain in Pending state until the minimum required number of
workers has been claimed, at which point this status will update to either Ready (for a task
group only) or Working. If the minimum number of workers cannot be claimed, the entity will
either remain in Pending state or, if the work requirement (or parent work requirement for a
task group) has fulfilOnSubmit set to true, it will update to Unfulfilled.
Unfulfilled The scheduler was unable to claim the minimum required number of workers. Any
workers claimed are released. This terminal state is only possible if the the work requirement
(or parent work requirement for a task group) has fulfilOnSubmit set to true.
Running The entity is in progress and its tasks are being executed.
Starved The entity no longer has any workers. No tasks are being executed. If a task group is
Starved but unable to claim more workers, its status will update to Failed. For more
61
information on worker claim behaviour, see Specifying Task Groups and Autoscaling Across
64
Multiple Pools and Task Groups .
Held The entity has been paused by the user. No tasks will be executed until it is resumed.
Completed All task groups (or tasks for a task group) have successfully completed.
Failed At least one task group (or task for a task group) has failed after its maximum number of
retries. This may occur if a task group is starved but unable to claim more workers. In a failed
77
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task group, all the tasks may have run or some tasks may have been discarded, depending on
61
the task group specification .
· Cancelling The entity is in the process of cancelling. When all task groups (or tasks for a task
group) have stopped executing, this status will update to Cancelled. When a user cancels a
Work Requirement or a Task Group, any currently executing Tasks will continue to completion.
It is only possible to abort executing Tasks when cancelling Tasks directly.
· Cancelled The entity has been cancelled by the user.

Work Requirement States
The following statuses are available for task groups only:
· Ready The scheduler has claimed the minimum required number of workers, but tasks are not

being executed yet. When tasks begin to execute, this status will update to Working.
· Waiting The task group has been started but cannot execute any tasks because it is waiting for
a dependency task group to finish.
· Failing At least one task has failed after its maximum number of retries, and this task group is
set to fail if any task fails. Any Pending tasks within the Task Group are being discarded.

Resource Status
Verification status
When using resource verification

68

, Tasks can be in the possible verification states:

· <NULL> Resource verification has not been specified for this Task. The Scheduler will run the

Task when a Worker becomes available, without checking for the presence of any required
resources.
· Waiting The Task has been set to wait, and the Scheduler has not been notified that the
76
required resources are available. This Task will remain in Pending state until the presence
of the resources is verified.
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· Verified The Scheduler has been notified that the required resources are available, and the

Task is now Ready to run.
· Failed The Task has been set to at start, and the required resources were not available when
the Task was scheduled to Run. The Task Status is immediately set to Failed.

Glossary
Agent The YellowDog process that is installed on an instance in order to communicate with the
3
YellowDog Scheduler and manage workers. For more information, see Agent Overview .
Advanced Worker Pool A Worker Pool that has been configured to contain multiple Node Types, or
that has been configured to perform specific actions on its Nodes in response to Node Events. For
46
more information, see Configuring Nodes .
Allowance A limit to the compute resource that can be used by an individual item. For more
13
information, see Allowances .
Compute Requirement A YellowDog object that defines the provisioning of instances within one or
more clouds. This is normally executed by the Compute Service. For more information, see
21
Provisioning Compute in YellowDog .
Compute Service The YellowDog service that provisions instances within one or more clouds. The
Compute Service is normally run by the Scheduler Service.
Delegate A service or microservice that has been given the ability to use a keyring via its parent
7
application or user's access. For more information, see Security within YellowDog .
Hybrid Cloud The use of both on-premise and cloud instances.
Keyring An entity used to securely store and manage login credentials for one or more cloud
providers. An organisation's account may have multiple keyrings, containing similar or different
8
credentials. For more information, see Specifying Security Credentials .
Meta Scheduling Using an external scheduler such as Slurm in addition to the YellowDog scheduler.
This is normally configured using an Advanced Worker Pool. For more information, see Creating a
44
Worker Pool .
Node An instance that has been provisioned, and whose Agent has registered with the YellowDog
38
Scheduler as part of a Worker Pool. For more information, see Creating the Worker Pool and
46
Configuring Nodes .
Node Event The addition of a Node to or removal from a Worker Pool. A Worker Pool can be
configured to perform specific actions on specific Nodes in response to Node Events. For more
47
information, see Managing Nodes .
Platform The core YellowDog software that provides the services necessary to provision instances,
1
run software on them, and monitor job progress. For more information, see Platform Overview .
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Resources Framework A framework that enables YellowDog services to work together to ensure
that required resources are available before a process runs. For more information, see Resource
3
Management .
Scheduler Service The YellowDog service that manages the distribution of computing jobs across
workers. The Scheduler Service normally runs the Compute Service to provision and deprovision
instances as required.
Source Traits Specific operations that this Source can or cannot support as part of a Compute
Requirement, such as whether instances can be stopped and started. For more information, see
25
Specifying Sources of Compute .
Task A single item of work within an overall work requirement. For more information, see Specifying
66
Tasks .
Task Group A collection of work items within an overall work requirement. For more information,
61
see Specifying Task Groups .
Transitive access Access to an object, such as a keyring, via another entity's permissions. For
7
more information, see Security within YellowDog .
Verification The process by which the Resources Framework checks whether required resources
68
exist before a Task attempts to run. For more information, see Managing Resources .
Work Requirement A YellowDog object that defines the running of software on workers. This is
59
executed by the Scheduler Service. For more information, see Creating the Work Requirement .
Worker Pool A set of workers running on a group of instances (Nodes) that was provisioned, and
may be maintained, by a single Compute Requirement. See also Advanced Worker Pool. For more
38
information, see Creating the Worker Pool .

Contacting YellowDog
If you need any more information or advice, please don't hesitate to get in touch. YellowDog can be
contacted in the following ways:
· Email support@yellowdog.co
· Telephone +44 (0)330 223 2499
· Office address

YellowDog
Runway East
1 Victoria Street
Bristol
BS1 6AA
UK
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